
Gorgeous UK E36 ’Vert

640HP E92 M3
Supercharged track monster

BAGGED WAGON
Delicious M3-styled E91 Touring
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AIR-RIDE M3

Show-stopping M106-
powered, 500hp turbo
E28 unleashed
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Worlds largest supplier of BMW
styling, tuning and 
equipment

Worlds largest online BMW catalog
WWW.SCHMIEDMANN.CO.UK

BMW new parts
Schmiedmann Odense A/S
Herluf Trolles Vej 15
5220 Odense SØ, Denmark
Phone. +45 65941545
E-mail odense@schmiedmann.com

BMW used/new parts
Schmiedmann Nordborg A/S
Lyngmosevej 9
6430 Nordborg, Denmark
Phone. +45 74 49 11 80
E-mail nordborg@schmiedmann.com Reservations are made for goods sold and price changes

Exclusive used BMW parts from Schmiedmann Nordborg

Eisenmann 100% stainless steel hand-
made sports rear silences beautiful deep 
sound that saves the characteristic BMW 
sound without being to noisy. We have them 
for most BMW’s eg. E90 E91

From £ 1,130.46

Schmiedmann gear lever cover -Sport 
Edition- black, hand-sewn genuine black 
leather with red stitching and a stainless 
steel emblem. Fits most BMW models.

£ 29.09

E46 
manifold M52/M54 inclusive 200cell sport 
catalysts. This is one of the most effective 
ways to gain more power on a 6cyl. E46

Are you doing your own BMW repairs? Then 
you should take a look at the Tools section 
on the Schmiedmann homepage. We offer a 
wide selection of tools, made for BMW that 
will make your life easier.

1 / 3 / 5’ series Schmiedmann gearhandle 
with oval metal emblem -SHORTSHIFT- 
-MOTORSPORT- antique silver / chrome / 
mat chrome / gunmetal

£ 45.90
Schmiedmann
class quality handmade in Italy! 100% stain-
less steel with a nice deep sound. The rear 
slincers is also lighter that the original.

From £ 266,90

Then you can get the best prices on BMW spare parts, tuning and styling, 
by joining the Schmiedmann workshop discount program and save mo-
ney contact us now on phone +45 63 18 19 65 or e-mail us at pierre@sch-
miedmann.com

Are you a workshop 
owner??

New BMW’s for recycling at Schmiedmann Nordborg 
Get more info about the BMW’s at www.schmiedmann.co.uk

BMW E61 530D touring 2004 
Car no.: 1698

BMW E46 323CI cabriolet 
2000 Car no.: 1690

BMW E60 535D saloon 2004 
Car no.: 1697

BMW E87 118D 5 doors 2005 
Car no.: 1686

E30 E36 E46 E28 E34 E39 
E60 E32 E38 Z3 M3 throttle 
housing  #C08089 

£ 966.58 £ 135.04
E60 E60LCI E61 E61LCI 
Lowering-set Lowtec front 
40MM with Shockabsorbers 
(only front) #C11140 

£ 2,828.66
F20 F21 E9xLCI F30 F31 
F34GT X1 (E84) Engine 
320D N47N Km. 34.000 
#B00469 

£ 454.71
E60 E61 Brake 550I 
upgrade set front 
348x36MM #A46681 

£ 2,828.66
F20 F21 E9xLCI F30 
F31 F34GT X1 (E84) 
Engine 320D N47N Km. 
26.000 #B00470 

£ 78.18
E90 E90LCI M-Tech. 
spring-set rear 15MM 
#C14114 

Always 200-300 BMW cars 
for recycling. Low prices 

on USED BMW parts. Got a 
question? e-mail us at

nordborg@schmiedmann.com

Original BMW accessories 
e.g.BMW miniature models 
scale1:18 or 1:43. Get your 
favorite BMW as a model.

From £ 26.15 

F06 GC Alpina type 
977  frontspoiler lip with 
carbon inserts

£ 1,421.30
F30 F31 Prior-Design 
frontspoiler -PDM-1-

£ 585.86

Meyle Heavy Duty rein-
forced spare parts made 
in Germany e.g E36 / 
Z3 wishbone-set with 
rubber mounting / holder 
complete L.+R.-side

£ 189

F20 F21 F22 F30 F31 
F34GT F32 F33 F36 
X1 (E84) Sidemirror 
housing (not only cover) 
set genuine carbon 
R.+L.-side

£ 198.86
F22 Rear spoiler EVO 
genuine carbon)

£ 198.86

Schmiedmann S-TECH. sport-brake-discs ventilated, slotted and S-coated, High 

Geomet S-coating. The brake discs can be mounted with our standard brake pads, 
but it will be an advantage to use for instance EBC racing brake pads!
E30 Z1 front set 260X22MM ..........................£ 79.46
E21 E30 rear set 258X10MM .......................£ 70.93
E36 E46 Z3 Z4 front set 286X22MM ......£ 90.83

E36 E46 rear set 276X19MM .......................£ 79.46
E8x E9x E89 front set 300X24MM ...........£ 99.36
E8x E9x rear set 300X20MM .......................£ 99.36

Set from £ 70.93

F30 Prior-Design rear-
skirt -PDM-1

£ 585.86
Z4 E89 Rear apron trim-
panel EVO for M-Technic 
rearskirt genuine carbon

£ 710.58

£ 554.23

Lowering springs from 
German Lowtec e.g. 
sets with 4 springs
-E30 40/40 mm .......£ 117
-E36 30/20 mm ......... £ 125
-E46 30/20 mm ......... £ 132
-E90 30/20 mm ...... £ 142 
-E34 30/20 mm ...... £ 132
-E39 35/20 mm ...... £ 146

From £ 117
Everything in BILSTEIN 
suspension e.g. Com-
plete BILSTEIN B16 
suspension kit adjustable 
in hardness and hight for 
BMW 1’series, 3’series 
and 5’series

From £ 1.473
very low prices eg.
-E30 316l. ..........................£ 8.25
-E36 320I/325I/328I ....... £ 8.39
-E46 All gasoline. .......... £ 8.39
-E90 320I ................. £ 18.34
-E34 518I/520I ............. £ 8,25
-E39 . ....................... £ 8.39
-E60 520I/525I/530I ......£ 11.23

From £ 8,25

F32 F33 F36 
Frontspoiler lip genuine 
carbon -Individual- for 
M-Technic frontspoiler 
(one piece version)

£ 852.73
E92 E93 Hood EVO with 
integrated air intakes 

£ 568.44

1’ + 3’ series F34GT F35 
F32 F33 F36 F10 F11 F18 
F06 GC F12 F13 Z3 Z4 
E85 Z4 E86 Z4 E89 18” 
-Track Challenge- rim 
8x18, matte black

£ 140.58
E87 Taillights LED light 
bar design, smoked

£ 269.94
E90 Taillights LED light 
bar design

£ 269.94
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CONTENTS>>
Okay, 2015, here we go. As I’m writing this in December
(#weird) due to our wacky Christmas schedules, let’s
assume I had a good Christmas and I’m going to assume
yours was good too. As the next 12 months of the
unknown stretch out before us I wager many of you are
already starting to think about the 2015 show season and
what you’ve got planned this year for your BMW. I know I
am and I’m looking forward to getting the E39 looking
even better and taking it round some of the shows. I’m
equally keen to see what new creations we’re going to be
seeing here on the UK scene and further afield.

On that note, a lot of the Our Cars fleet has been slowly winding down as long-term projects
come to fruition, so this is a good time to cast the net out to see if any of you guys and girls out
there in reader-land are embarking on a fresh new project and fancy becoming part of the PBMW
fleet? If you’ve got something that will undergo a dramatic transformation and you think people
would like to read about it, then get in touch – the email’s pbmw@unity-media.com. Or, perhaps
your project is nearing completion and you want to show it to the world. In which case it might be
suitable for a feature – so email over some hi-res shots and a spec list and maybe it could be a
future feature car. And don’t forget about our Readers’ Cars section, where you don’t need to come
with a fire-breathing, blank-cheque build to be allowed in. At the end of the day, we love BMWs as
much as you and the chances are we want to show yours off in some capacity, so don’t be shy
about getting in touch. 

In the February 2014 issue’s First Words I said my New Year’s resolution was to bring you another
12 months of PBMW filled with awesome BMWs; I hope you enjoyed what you saw last year and I
hope that I can keep my promise again this year. Looking into my crystal ball I can tell you now that
you’re in for a few treats along the way as we have got some seriously nice cars from the UK, Europe
and further afield lined-up. I’m excited just thinking about it. 

We’re getting 2015 started with a suitably large bang in the shape of our awesome cover car,
Marsel Theodhori’s spectacular 500hp turbocharged E28. If you went along to any of the big shows
this year you would have spotted this beast, more often than not surrounded by a crowd of
mesmerised BMW fans entranced by the obscenely shiny engine bay. With a list of modifications as
long as both your arms and at least one leg, this is one hell of a car and I think you’ll love it. It shares
magazine space with not one but two supercharged Threes, an E92 M3 and E46 328Ci, both from the
States, while lovers of classic BMWs will no doubt appreciate CAtuned’s gorgeous E30 and the lush E3
we’ve got, and airheads will dig the slick bagged UK E36 M3, wild wide-body LS3 V8-powered E46
and sexy red E91 Touring. 

Finally, if you’ve not yet voted in the PBMW Car of the Year 2014 then get your skates on because
this is pretty much your last chance! Head over to p48 to check out the contenders once more and
then get online and cast your vote at performancebmwmag.com; you could win a subscription to boot! 

Elizabeth de Latour, Editor

ISSN: 1462-3110 PerformanceBMWMagazine @pbmwmagazine
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08    DROP TOP
            Tallis Godfrey’s bagged Estoril E36 M3 on Speedline Alessios 
            shows just how good this timeless M Cab can look.

18    BLACK EAGLE
            This, quite literally, show-stopping UK E28 boasts an 
            impossibly shiny M106 under the bonnet, a massive turbo 
            and the small matter of 500hp. In a word: epic.

26    BASE DESIRES
        Hailing from the Philippines, this wide-body, air-ride, LS3 
            V8-engined E46 drift Saloon is about as wild as they come.

32    OLD SCHOOL, NEW RULES
            CAtuned knows a thing or two about modding E30s 
            as this stunning two-door example goes to show.

38    NEW SIX ON THE STOPS
            We see a lot of bagged cars but it’s rare to see something 
            as majestic as this classic E3 on air, and it’s a corker.

44    HRE WHEELS: BEHIND THE SCENES
            We head to HRE’s LA headquarters to see what 
            goes into making its mighty fine wheels. 

48    PBMW COTY 2014
            Time is running out to vote for your Car of the Year! 

58    IT’S SHOW TIME
            With 430whp, this supercharged E46 is the world’s most 
            powerful 328Ci, and one of the most recognisable.

64    SMOKIN’ ACES
            This bagged, M3-styled E91 Touring is as slick as they come.

70    ONE TRACK MIND
            Built as a single-minded track beast, this 640hp supercharged
            E92 M3 is a serious piece of kit, make no mistake.

84    SEMA 2014
            We report on one of the most spectacular shows in the world.
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KW automotive UK Ltd 
Phone: 0870 990 7536 
Fax: 0845 021 2548
eMail: info@KWautomotive.co.uk 

THE PERFECT SUSPENSION FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

www.KWautomotive.co.uk

PARTNER OF

“At our BMW ALPINA B3 GT3 and on the race 
track we rely on KW coilovers – because our 

customers expect just the best from an ALPINA.” 

ANDREAS BOVENSIEPEN
Managing Director Alpina

KW clubspor t

BECAUSE WE DON‘T DRIVE
     JUST ANY CAR
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Haters get your hate on, there’s an E36 M3
on air about and it’s one damn fine machine.
Photos: Si Gray
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from a club one night and that’s when I
knew I had to have one. After that sprayed a
Mk4 Escort Convertible in Estoril because
that’s the E36 that I wanted, so I knew the
M3 I wanted had to be blue, a Cab and it had
to have an M3 plate. I knew nothing of SMG
though, and only bought this one because of
the interior,” he explains. “It’s a V reg and it
was made on the last day of E36 M3
production, 23 July 1999, and it was one of
five built that day, the second-to-last car
sold in the UK and there’s a chance it was
the last RHD car made but I can’t be certain. 

“It was completely stock when I bought it
and I didn’t know that I was going to modify
it,” he says but that changed very quickly.
The first mods included a set of Eibach
springs, 19” LMs and some stereo upgrades:
“The old days of the Escort came back!”
laughs Tallis. “When it comes to modifying I
like to do my own thing, I like to do things
my way with a twist and I like to do what I
can myself. Other mods have been and gone
over the years and listening to criticism has

C
onsidering how many bagged
BMWs are being sent my way
on a monthly basis, I’m amazed
at how much hate air-ride still
gets and especially the fact that

haters still bang on about bags not handling.
I wonder how many of those staunchly
standing by that viewpoint have ever
actually driven a bagged car? Ultimately, we
all like different things, but we also all like
the same thing: BMWs, so why can’t we all
just get along? I haven’t got time for hate or
haters, apart from hating on the haters, but
that’s something we can all agree on.  

Seemingly single-handedly contributing to
the downfall of society is Tallis Godfrey, a
man who has dared to put air-ride on an E36
M3 – time to get the pitchforks out. But hold
on, don’t light those torches just yet because
this is one stunning E36 M3. 

“I’ve always been into cars,” Tallis tells
me, “but I was never into BMs. That all
changed when my friend, who had a Techno
violet M3 at the time, gave me a lift home

ENGINE: 3.2-litre straight-
six S50B32, genuine Gruppe M
air induction kit, retro fitted
OEM cruise control system,
custom modified exhaust
hangers and clamps and 
x-brace to get car lower 

TRANSMISSION: 
Six-speed SMG I, custom
Mercedes AMG paddle
conversion via E39 modified
multi-function slip ring

CHASSIS: 8x18” (front) and
9x18” (rear) Speedline Alessio
three-piece wheels with
215/35 (front and rear)
Nankang 18 NS2 tyres, Air Lift
Performance struts front and
rear, AutoPilot V2
management, upgraded 3/8”
airlines, hidden 2.5g brushed
aluminium tank fitted into
spare wheel well, Viair 380c
compressor, front camber
plates, rear camber arms,
Powerflex polybushes
throughout including anti-roll
bars, custom polished front
strut brace with blue leather
inserts to match interior 

EXTERIOR: Short VW
Sharan aerial, various new
OEM badges, plastics and
trims replaced where possible,
heavily rolled rear arches
keeping the OEM lines, custom
rear full amber lights, new
front Bosch headlight lenses,
front headlights internally 
de-lensed and shrouded,
plasma white 5500K HIDs,
aero wipers, factory hard top 

INTERIOR: 11 speaker
Harman Kardon factory option
upgrade, Alpine flip-out
screen, Alpine freeview
digibox, Alpine sat nav system,
Alpine DVD player fitted in
glovebox, genuine OEM
Individual factory-fitted leather
interior, retro-fitted OEM
extended dash leather option,
coloured to match existing
blue leather, modified Vader
headrests to fit OEM Individual
Sport seats, piano black centre
console, aluminium glovebox
trim to match gear-stick
details, retrimmed and padded
steering wheel, Z3 M coloured
thumb tabs on steering wheel,
OEM fire extinguisher

THANKS: Nicola and the
kids (Emily, Jessica and
Oliver), mum and dad, Paul for
the late-night detailing work
before the shoot, John at
www.cleanandshiny.co.uk for
all the Zaino over the years,
Dips at Custom Cars for help
with all the wheels, Leigh at
LB Autos for all the
mechanical work and
servicing, Ben Lee for the
paintwork, all the guys on the
forums for their help and
support and anyone else I’ve
met over the years

DATA FILE
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When it comes to modifying 

and I like to do what I can myself
I do my own thing
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made the car change and evolve over the
eight years that I’ve owned it. I fitted
coilovers, Style 5s and ambers and then that
look took off and the car slotted in. I got
bored of the Santa Pod show so I went
down to Players and saw the OEM+, fitment
and stance look that the VAG guys were
doing and decided to do the same sort of
thing with my car.

“The wheels are genuine Speedline
Alessio 18” three-piece splits – these are
actually off the Aston Martin DB7 and while
they’re the same ones that were fitted to the
Porsche 993, this fitment is much easier to
make it work on the E36. I found them on
eBay and they were a bargain; I got excited
when I saw them because I knew I could
make them fit and I knew they would be
very exclusive. The PCD is different, but

close enough that I could get the wheels on
with a set of wobble bolts.” The Speedlines
look absolutely awesome on the M3 –
they’re gorgeous wheels whichever way you
look at them – classic, iconic, rare, and the
size and fitment here is absolutely on point.
The clean design suits the E36 shape
perfectly and the polished lips are killer. 

Beneath the surface there’s a lot of work
that you wouldn’t necessarily notice, and it’s
what really sets this car apart. Under the
bonnet, there’s a Gruppe M induction kit,
very nice, but to cover up the bracket left
behind by the standard air box, Tallis
retrofitted cruise control. “It was hard to do
with the SMG,” he explains, “it hadn’t been
done before and I had to do a lot of research
but I made it work. It was the same story
with the paddle conversion.” 

The SMG I doesn’t come with paddles, so
you have to shift via the lever, but Tallis
didn’t want that. To look at, you wouldn’t
know the paddles weren’t OE, but they are
actually AMG items and what you can’t see
is how much work was required to make
them fit, including having to cut a bit out of
the steering wheel to mount them.

Then there’s the matter of the interior
itself. It’s nothing if not striking and
certainly makes a change from boring black.
Tallis picked up the Extended leather
components for just £10.50 from German
eBay, which is obscene really, and you’ll
notice the Vader seats, except they are not
full Vaders. The car had Individual Sport
seats and the bodies are different, so he had
to modify the headrests in order to get them
to fit the seats, but it was definitely worth it.

It gets attention, it gets awards,

and it gets liked online…
it gets recognition
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So, now we come to the, thorny for some,
issue of suspension. “I had Eibach coilovers
on the car,” says Tallis, “and they were good
but running at the height I liked I couldn’t
get it into my garage and I used to clip
catseyes. It was low but it didn’t tuck low
and as well as not sitting quite how I wanted
it wasn’t practical and I could only get out of
Aldershot, where I live, one way as the other
routes all had speed humps. I had a Stance
Solutions kit on but I’m getting old and the
600lb springs on the Eibach kit were just too
hard. So I sold the coilovers, the Stance
Solutions kit, the Style 5s and had some
money so decided to go for air-ride. I fitted
everything myself; it’s not hard – if you can
fit audio components and coilovers, then it’s
easy,” he says. Tallis is running an Air Lift
set up with an exceedingly tidy boot install –

so tidy that you wouldn’t know it was there,
in fact. The whole thing has been tucked
away in the spare wheel well, with a single
compressor and small tank, while his
AutoPilot V2 digital controller lives happily
in his central storage bin by the armrest. Is
he happy with the switch from static to
bags? Just a bit. “I’m very pleased with the
setup, it’s better than the coilovers. It’s much
more useable, the ride is more comfortable,
I can take my family in the car and it doesn’t
rub, it’s practical, user-friendly and there’s
more adjustability – the Eibachs were only
height adjustable but here I’ve also got
damping adjustment. And the handling is
better as well – overall I’m really pleased.”

There’s no two ways about it, Tallis has
built himself a stunning E36 M3 and it seems
that most people out there concur. “It gets

attention,” he says, “it gets awards, it gets
recognition and it gets liked online. The
problem is what can I do next? For me, the
thrill is in the build and I don’t know what
else I could do; I could do an engine swap or
fit a supercharger maybe, I was planning to
fit a BBK but spent all my money on the air-
ride so I can’t do that now. I might end up
selling it,” he says, though he doesn’t look
convinced. Fast forward to now and I
receive a text message from Tallis that
reads: ‘You wait until you see the new look
[winking smiley]’ – I had a feeling this M3
wasn’t going anywhere soon and that comes
as no surprise. The car seems like an
extension of him; a lot of love and work
have gone into it and you’re not going
to find another E36 M3 quite
like this one… ●
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Here’s an unusual upgrade perhaps, but a
useful one in the shape of these Gold Plug
magnetic sump plugs, which are even used
by some car manufacturers as standard. The
extremely strong Neodymium magnet is
secured in place within the plug using a two-step
proprietary process – it will never come out and collects swarf or
wear particles missed by the oil filter, which are abrasive and can be
potentially damaging to the engine. The magnet will hold any collected
metal firmly, unaffected by temperature change until the oil is replaced.
Price: £12.99 plus VAT
Web: www.oldhallperformance.com

X5 AND X6 BUSHES>>

New from Hawk Performance come these multi-purpose brake pads that
have been designed to perform on both the street and track. Hawk
Performance says that its Street/Race compound is the ultimate high
performance fast road pad and is perfect for owners who also take part in
sprints, track days and time attack racing. The pads have slotted friction
material, built-in bonded shims and pad chamfer, which the company says
improves safety and driver confidence, and feature an operating
temperature range of 38-600ºC whilst providing a consistent pedal feel.
Web: www.cambridgemotorsport.com
Tel: 01462 684300

HAWK STREET/
RACE BRAKE PADS

>>

Ultra Racing
has released both front

and rear strut braces for the E92
325i, ideal for anyone looking to stiffen up
their coupé. The Ultra Racing strut braces are
formed using a one-piece steel construction,
making them extremely rigid and far more effective at
reducing unwanted flex in the bodyshell of the car during
hard cornering, and use substantial 4mm thick bolting
flanges. All Ultra Racing bars have been carefully designed
on custom jigs, and feature crash deformation
characteristics that work in harmony with each individual
car’s carefully designed crumple zones.
Price: From £107.80
Web: www.potn.co.uk

ULTRA RACING E92
325i STRUT BRACE

>>

Powerflex has just brought out a range of uprated bushes for the
latest generation X5 and X6. There are plenty of bushes to choose
from, whether you’re looking to upgrade for the hell of it, or are
looking to replace an ageing bush with a fresh new item that’s going
to last. The front radius-to-chassis bush is worthwhile as it addresses
the common causes of failure in the original bush, which is the result
of the rubber breaking down due to it being subjected to a lot of
movement, which causes vague and unpredictable steering. Other
bushes on offer include front and rear subframe mounting bush
inserts, and front and rear anti-roll bar bushes for both active and
non-active bushes. All Powerflex bushes carry a lifetime warranty and
all of these bushes are also available in
Powerflex’s harder Black
Series for vehicles used
in off-road motorsport.
Price: From £43.08
Web: www.powerflex.co.uk
Tel: 01895 460033

You don’t need us to tell you how awesome HRE wheels are, though we’re
kind of doing that anyway, and now the company has added a sexy new
design to its more affordable FlowForm range. The FF15, so called because
it has a 15-spoke design, uses the high-tech, low-pressure cast flow-
forming process that makes for a strong yet lightweight wheel. As with all
HRE wheels, the FF15 has been thoroughly tested and carries TÜV
certification and is available in 18”, 19” and 20”
sizes in a wide range of off-the-shelf
fitments and offsets. 
Web: www.hrewheels.com

1 Series owners looking to give their cars a face-lift would do well to
check out these new headlights from Mstyle. These complete halogen
replacement headlight units feature a black shell with projector for the
dipped beam and come with bright, white LED angel eye halos for a
modern look. Fitting is available at Mstyle’s Romford HQ.
Price: £315 per pair; fitting £120
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

MSTYLE 1 SERIES ANGEL EYES>>

HRE FLOWFORM FF15>>

MAGNETIC
SUMP PLUGS

>>

>>THORNEY IN 2015 PRODUCTION
BMW CHAMPIONSHIP

Thorney Motorsport has announced that it will be competing in the 2015
Production BMW Championship, running a four-car team and is also
building and developing a new larger engine version that the company says
could potentially be an upgrade path for the series in the future. For those
interested in the championship, Thorney will be running a series of build
articles on its website explaining everything about the cars. Visit
www.thorney.ms and head to the news section to read more. 
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Buying a used car can be rather perilous but Connects2 is planning to
change all that in one fell swoop with the rather clever AutoLOG
dongle. As long as the seller of a car you’re looking at is happy to let
you plug the device into the car’s OBD2 port, you can then connect up
your phone to the AutoLOG via Bluetooth using the AutoLOG and
instantly find out a whole host of useful information. The app will give
you a HPI check, letting you know if the car has been stolen or is a
write-off, the estimated value and potential running costs while the
dongle will carry out a diagnostic check and give you the status of the
battery, alternator and sensors. The app is available for both Android
and iOS and, when you consider the cost of a one-off HPI check, it is
pretty good value.
Price: £49.95 for dongle & five tests
Web: www.auto-log.com

AUTOLOG VEHICLE CHECK>>

Schmiedmann can now supply uprated Wagner Tuning intercoolers for a
wide range of BMWs fitted with the N20 turbocharged four-cylinder petrol
engine. Available for the F2x 1 Series and F3x 3 Series, the intercooler is
available as a part of two tuning packages – the first features a high flow
de-cat downpipe while the second includes a high flow downpipe with 200
cell racing cat. The larger intercooler offers an 85% increase in surface area
over the standard item and is a direct fit replacement, requiring no
modifications. The kits offer increased power and torque and can be fitted
in five-to-seven hours.
Price: Intercooler and de-cat downpipe £901.65; with 200 cell cat
downpipe £1226.99   Web: www.schmiedmann.co.uk

E46 M3 RS-STYLE
DOOR PULL KIT

>>

WAGNER TUNING
N20 INTERCOOLER

>>

Inspired by the Porsche RS fabric door pulls come these items for your
BMW from Mstyle. The kit includes everything you need to convert your
interior door handles to fabric pulls. Mstyle says they are stronger than
the original plastic handles, will not break when pulled hard and are
easier to grab while wearing gloves, useful on a track day. The pulls are
available in a choice of five colours, including Laguna, black and red, as
shown. The pulls are made from seatbelt-quality webbing and use a
sold metal mechanism, CNC-machined out of aluminium billet for race-
quality strength, No cutting, drilling or modifications are required and
you can easily revert back to your original door handles should you
want to. The conversion kit is available for all E46 models.
Price: £195 per pair
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

Images © wagnertuning.com

New from SSDD this month come these GT 2-
style front splitter and rear diffuser, which are
fully functional and look great. The front splitter
features two lower air ducts, which channel air
and create downforce, while the rear item has a
set of Ferrari Scuderia-style fins for improved
aerodynamics, as well as looking seriously
aggressive. Both diffusers are available in 1x1
weave that matches the E9x M3’s carbon roof.
The front splitter will fit all three versions of the
M3, while the rear diffuser will only fit the Coupé
and Saloon. 
Price: Front splitter £439.95; rear
diffuser £429.95
Web: www.ssdd-motorsport.com
Tel: 01784 461 834

SSDD MOTORSPORT
E9x M3 GT 2
SPLITTER AND
DIFFUSER

>>
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www.unitymags.com
AVAILABLE TO BUY AT:

164 pages of the most extreme 
turbocharged and supercharged 
cars PBMW has ever featured!

Boost is available in the UK exclusively
from WHSmith stores, and in the US
from selected branches of Barnes &
Noble. Customers in other countries
can order it direct from Unity Media.

Boost is 
also available 
as a digital 
download from 
Pocketmags.com
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W
e’ve teamed up with the
guys behind the new
detailing brand, BD Clean,
to offer you £300 worth of
products which,

depending on how liberally you use it, could
be enough to clean your car for a year!

As well as producing a comprehensive
range of car cleaning products (including
wheel and glass cleaners, interior dressings
and shampoos) the team at BD Clean has
been working vigorously to produce a range
of cleaners and waxes specifically for use on
wrapped cars. Few companies actually cater
for vinyl clad cars but the BD boys spotted a
gap in the market and decided to fill it. 

Terms & Conditions: All entries must be submitted by 5 February 2015. One entry per person. The winner will be picked at random by us and our decision is
final. There will be one winner. The winner will be contacted personally and the prize sent out. You must be over 18 to win. Employees of BD Clean, Unity Media

and associated companies are ineligible to enter. All readers taking part must supply their name, address, email address and telephone number.

Winning couldn’t be easier, simply head on over to the ‘BDClean’ Facebook page (facebook.com/bdcproducts),

‘like’ the page, find the competition on the timeline, then comment with the model, year and

spec of your car including any modifications. Finally, share the post. We’ll choose the winner

at random after the closing date below. Good luck!

WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN 

WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN 

Competition

BD Clean
cleaning products!

If its branding is anything to go by then
the company is off to a good start.
Apparently the range has not only already
been endorsed by a selection of renowned
conventional bodyshops, but also the team
at award-winning Brandz Vehicle Wrapping,
which won the prestigious Avery Dennison
Supreme Wrapper Award 2013. BD Clean
has actually worked closely with Brandz
while developing the range of matte and
gloss waxes and cleaners, so if it approves
then it must be good stuff!

To win £300 worth of products from the
online store at bdclean.co.uk all you have to
do is follow the simple rules below and keep
your fingers crossed ●

£300worth
of

How To Enter
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Built with sheer passion and devotion, 
this stunning 500hp E28 is the ultimate
evolution of a near decade-long project.

Photos: Steve Hall
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means I can definitely relate to the way
Marsel feels about his. 

Marsel is an interesting man – passionate,
intense, intimidating perhaps, but a really
nice guy and one with more than a few
stories to tell. And his E28 is even more
interesting. His love for the second
generation 5 Series began when he was just
14 years old. “Growing up in Albania, my
neighbour had a white E28 Alpina and every
time I saw it, I thought it looked fantastic. I
loved the looks and my dream was to one
day have a car like that.” 

Fast forward to 2005 and by now Marsel
was in the UK when he spotted this humble
E28 525e. He had loved it from afar, with it
belonging to his good friend, Nick Rundall.
When Nick wanted to move on to a newer
model (and knowing that it needed work
and that Marsel was in the motor trade), he
gifted him the car, beginning a nine-year

W
e all love our cars (when
they’re working) but it’s
rare to come across
someone for whom their
car really is everything to

them. Marsel Theodhori is one such man.
His passion for his E28 is unrivalled in
anyone I’ve ever met, and it’s this raw,
unbridled passion for what was once a
humble E28 that has driven him to build one
of the finest examples out there.

I have a soft spot for the E28 – I owned a
518i Lux for a year some time ago, which I
bought for the princely sum of £400. It was
so charming, characterful and modern in the
way it drove, that it instantly became a
member of the family. It didn’t miss a beat
over those 12 months and when the time
came to sell it, I was genuinely sad to see it
go. I think about it often and the way it has
lodged itself in my memory and affections

journey which resulted in the car you see in
front of you.

Marsel has named this car the Black
Eagle, a touching patriotic nod to his
homeland of Albania (whose red flag bears
the image of a black double-headed eagle)
and the Order of the Black Eagle, the
highest title that could be bestowed upon a
citizen of Albania. 

The last time the E28 saw the outside
world was in September 2012. Marsel had
spent seven years working on the car at this
point and had built it up to a very high
standard. He had sourced an M106 engine
for it, which was fitted to an E23 745i – a
3.4-litre turbocharged straight-six that was
loosely based on the M30, developing 252hp
at 6psi (0.4bar) of boost. That’s a good
starting point, but Marsel wasn’t content
with that so a whole host of work went into
the engine to get it uprated to handle a
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serious increase in power. 
Marsel’s E28 was suitably recognised at

that point for the great car it was; it even
had a brief moment of fame in print: “It had
a feature in Total BMW in April 2012 and it
had been appearing at most of the shows
that year. It was putting out 360hp+ and I
travelled to a lot of places, enjoying the
result of a very long build. I was just
making the most of it so I was really driving
it hard and the car was responding well. It
made an impressive appearance at the
Gaydon BMW Festival and the Santa Pod
BMW Show that same year where it won
Best of Show.” 

Show glory is one thing, but 360hp is
another and Marsel is the sort of person
who enjoys driving his cars. “I’m an engineer
by trade but also a very heavy-footed
driver,” he says. “I really love driving sports
cars to their limits. Well, that pleasure cost

ENGINE:3.4-litre straight-six M106, new H-pattern con
rods, Mahle forged low compression pistons, Glyco race
bearings, ARP full bottom end bolt kit, lapped fully balanced
crankshaft, flywheel, clutch and front vibration damper. S38
clutch and non-dual mass flywheel, E34 535i modified oil
pump (50psi idle) crown cooler spray oil jets located at the
main block housings, M5 engine relocated oil cooler, ported
and polished NA cylinder head, forged M106 turbo camshaft,
titanium double valve springs, sodium filled exhaust valves,
new stainless steel valve seats and new re-cut inlet
valves, titanium rockers and rocker shaft lockers from PPM,
custom head gasket made by PPM, full engine gasket kit,
new water pump, customised aftermarket E36 M3 60mm
core radiator, E39 M5 viscous clutch and blade, 41mm
Samco top and bottom hoses, new expansion tank and level
sensor, Omex standalone 710 ECU, Bosch lambda sensor,
Vauxhall V6 Vectra coil pack, new custom cut and made to
suitable lengths 8mm silicone high performance HT leads,
NGK heat range nine spark plugs, 3bar map sensor, Omex
TPS, fully stripped and rebuilt polished alternator and fixings,
new Bosch starter motor, twin Bosch 044 gravity fed fuel
pumps, fuel cooler, 1000cc Bosch EV14 injectors, Aeromotive
A-1000 FPR, AN-8 Aeroquip teflon supply and AN-6 return
fuel pipes, modified E34 535i inlet, 3” original reverse-
mounted throttle body, 3” aluminium and Samco pipe work,
5.5” core aftermarket chargecooler, Bosch EVT water pump,
55mm twin core 500x630 chargecooler radiator, AN12
Aeroquip feed and return water pipes and fixings, modified
M106 turbo manifold, custom stainless steel flange top
mounted neck, original M106 stainless M10 exhaust studs x
12, GT4202 Garrett turbo, HKS 60mm external wastegate, 4”
downpipe reduced to 3.5” by the bulkhead, 5” by 300mm
flexi joint then split to 2x2.5” pipes all the way to custom
turbo Fritz’s Bits back box, 4x M10 rose jointed supportive
custom alloy bars

TRANSMISSION: Fully rebuilt five-speed dog-leg gearbox,
custom short clutch master cylinder and relocated fluid
container, M535i driveshafts and propshaft, restored 3.07 M5
LSD, diff cooler and pump AN-10 Aeroquip fixings and
braided teflon hoses, upgraded race-spec Motorsport diff
mount, all bolts and mountings replaced with stainless spec
and chrome plated items

CHASSIS: 8.5x17” (front and rear) Fomb wheels with
235/45 Bridgestone tyres, GAZ gold race coilover kit with
550lb front springs and 250lb rears, fully adjustable front
upper top mounts rose jointed, fully adjustable rear top upper
mounts rose jointed, rose jointed rear lower shock pin
mounts, all suspension components replaced or reconditioned,
all steering linkages renewed, new front Motorsport anti-roll
bars 25mm front and 19mm rear, Powerflex bushes all-round,
reinforced front lower alloy brace under the bumper, E31
840Ci four-pot Brembo calipers (front) with 324x30mm discs,
E28 M353i calipers (rear) with 300x15mm discs, Goodridge
braided hoses all-round, E32 master cylinder, all original hard
pipes re-powdercoated green

EXTERIOR: M5-spec body styling, new wings doors and
bootlid, Shadowline bumpers, custom turbo bonnet,
Motorsport rear spoiler with carbon fibre top section, green
tinted cabin glass with blue front windscreen upper sun visor,
Moon roof glass panel with purple fibre wind deflector, new
headlights and chrome rear lights, original rear number plate,
window trims and door handles polished and rechromed by
Ospreys metal finishers in Borehamwood, all window rubber
weather strips were replaced

INTERIOR: Front seats retrimmed by B-Trim, rears
recolonised, new dashboard, original carpet, doorcards and
headlining, new gear knob colour-coded in interior leather,
new Motorspost odometer, new tachometer, new M Tech 1
steering wheel

THANKS: All the people that have contributed to the build
and to maintaining this vehicle: Daryl, Paul, John and Ryan at
Osprey Metal Finishers, Rob, Miles and Chris at Hartoms
Engineering, Alex Austin at Torques UK, Richard and Dave at
Fritz’s Bits, Guy Higgs at Omex UK, Neil, Adam and John at B-
Trim, Sam and Mark at TDI, Simon, Eldwin and Dave at EMP
Exhausts, Richard Ryan and Carlos at Manor Body in Enfield,
also thank you to my family for their support and to PBMW

DATA FILE
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me one day when I blew the K27 turbo,
which was the original item fitted to the
M106 by BMW. That turbo was designed
originally for 0.4bar and I was pushing close
to 1bar for about 3000 miles until it started
to smoke off throttle. The car came off the
road at the end of September 2012.” That’s
when Marsel started to think big. He
decided to make the most of the unfortunate
situation and realise the true potential of his
E28: “I wanted to build a car that would win
shows and blow people away. I wanted to
build the best E28 that I could,” he says.

Step one was choosing a new turbo that
would give Marsel the power he was hungry
for. “The K27 was removed and I started
making plans for a new, more sophisticated
turbo. Considering the potential of these
engines, I had to seriously consider a major
upgrade on all fronts. Unfortunately, in this
country we have a limited market for such
applications and turbochargers. Therefore
there was only one place I could look to: the
USA. In the States there are hundreds if not
thousands of stockists and manufacturers of
performance parts and turbochargers.

“Hunting for the best deals, I came across
a Garrett GT4202 turbo for half of the UK
price and bought it straight away.” The
GT4202 is rated for up to 1000hp, giving
Marsel plenty of headroom on the power
front. However, it is significantly larger than
the K27 so it gave Marsel a bit of a headache

when it came to fitting. “I had the turbo
hanging from the ceiling at one point,” he
explains, “and I was lowering it into the
engine bay so I could tie it into place. That
meant I could start calculating how it would
sit in the engine bay and what sort of
manifold I would need to fabricate for it.”
The massive turbo fits in the engine bay,
just, but there was the small matter of the
bonnet getting in the way, so Marsel had a
custom item made with a neat cut-out for
the turbo to peep through.

While the whole car is finished to an
incredibly high standard, the engine is what
this car is all about. When the bonnet pops,
the engine bay draws in BMW fans like bees
to honey. Every square inch of the bay has
been polished to within an inch of its life,
every hose is braided, every pipe is blue and
the blue-and-red colour scheme has been
executed with serious attention to detail –
the oil filler cap is blue and even the washer
fluid and coolant are red and blue. 

The turbo sits on a beefy modified M106
manifold with a custom stainless steel top
mounted flange neck, with a 4” downpipe,
which slims to 3.5” to clear the bulkhead
before expanding to 5” for minimum
restriction and splitting into two 2.5” pipes
which run to a custom Frtiz’s Bits back box.
The turbo itself is served by a 5.5” core
chargecooler with a custom top panel, itself
mated to a 55mm twin-core 500x630mm

Fomb 17s have been freshly refinished with
diamond cut dishes for a dramatic look
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Marsel has used an E34 535i inlet manifold
with an original 3” reverse-mounted throttle
body. It is the engine you would build if 
you could.

As the old saying goes, power is nothing
without control, and Marsel has ensured
that every supporting component has been
suitably upgraded to ensure that the rest of
the E28 can handle all the power that’s being
developed by the engine. On the
transmission front there’s a fully-rebuilt dog-
leg gearbox with a custom short clutch
master cylinder, M535i driveshaft and
propshafts, restored 3.07 M5 LSD and
upgraded race-spec motorsport diff mount.

Peer under the rear of the car and, as well
as an immaculate and impossibly polished
back box, you will see the diff cooler and
diff pump mounted below. On the
suspension front you’ll find GAZ Gold race
coilovers all-round with 550lb springs up
front and 250lb rears, which have been
carried over from the first build, with fully
adjustable rose jointed front upper top
mounts, fully adjustable rear top upper
mounts, front and rear thicker, uprated anti-
roll bars, with Powerflex bushes all-round,
new wheel bearings and all the various
suspension components have either been
renewed or reconditioned. 

The brake setup that Marsel had first time
around worked well enough for him to keep
it so he just renewed the components with

chargecooler rad. You won’t find any high-
flow induction kits here – the turbo has
been fitted with some silver mesh,
presumably to stop people and animals from
being sucked in, and that’s it. Beyond the
bling, there’s serious engineering evident
wherever you look: the turbo is braced
against the engine and the entire engine is
braced against the strut brace. This is
because once, under hard braking, the
engine tilted forward a fraction and that was
enough to push the viscous fan into the
thicker rad that Marsel had fitted. To ensure
that doesn’t happen again, he took the
precaution of bracing the engine to stop any
unwanted movement. 

Of course, the dazzlingly shiny exterior is
just the tip of an extremely comprehensive
iceberg. The data file reads like an engine
builder’s wish list and no expense has been
spared in building an engine that will deliver
a lot of power happily and comfortably, day
in, day out. 

The H-pattern con rods and Mahle forged
low compression pistons have been carried
over from the previous build, along with the
Glyco race bearings, but the ported and
polished NA cylinder head is new, as are the
titanium double valve springs, sodium-filled
exhaust valves and titanium rockers and
rocker shaft lockers. The engine is fed by
twin Bosch 044 fuel pumps, and there’s a
fuel cooler, 1000cc Bosch injectors and

four-pot front Brembos calipers from an E31
840Ci and 324mm discs and 300mm rear
discs mated to E28 M535i calipers, with
Goodridge braided hoses throughout.

Marsel hasn’t forgotten about the looks in
all of this and has poured his heart into
getting the exterior styling exactly to his
tastes. The body was stripped and the car
was given the full M5 treatment, while new
headlights and chrome rear lights have also
been fitted. Various components have been
polished and rechromed, such as the
window surrounds, door handles and 
the C-pillar inserts, with the resulting
brightness contrasting beautifully against
the Jet black paint. 

The wheels are an interesting choice.
Previously, Marsel was running BBS RSs
before switching to these Fomb 17s, which
he’d had refurbed in black for its big reveal
in 2014. He had been planning to get the
BBSs ready for our shoot, but as they
needed to be refurbed and have new barrels,
it was no small task. Also, as he pointed out,
everyone has BBS RSs – they’re gorgeous,
classic and iconic wheels, but they are a bit
of a trend right now. Marsel wanted
something different for the E28 and that’s
when he decided to stick with the Fomb
wheels, and give them a fresh look by
getting the dishes diamond cut. The end
result? Pretty spectacular. With an all-black
finish, the dishes were completely lost, but

Light interior serves as
the perfect contrast to
the dark and brooding

exterior, itself lifted with
flashes of chrome
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now you can really appreciate just how
dishy they are and they tie in perfectly with
the polished elements across the whole car.

The interior hasn’t been touched during
the past two years but it was so nice there
was no need to do anything. The retrimmed
front seats still looks like new, as do the
recolonised rears and, despite the colour,
the carpets, door carpets and doorcards are
completely original, which is particularly
impressive as they are insanely clean. 

“I really wanted to impress the UK BMW
world by getting out to all the shows this
year. I badly wanted this car to shine like a
star and drive like a bullet so the final piece
of the puzzle was to give the car another
remap,” Marsel explains. “The only man that
I would ever trust in tuning this car is Sam
Borgman at TDI in Lakeside, Essex. Sam
and I have spent a considerable amount of
time together in perfecting this car. On 3
August the car was on the hub dyno being
tuned and ready for the road. Sam had it set
within a couple of hours and managed to get
a comfortable 500hp which I think is more
than enough for driving pleasure. The car is

now running like a dream – just like I
wanted it to be.” And with that, it was time
to unveil his creation to the world. 

“The first major show I took the car to
was the Gaydon BMW Festival. It got a lot of
interest from all the visitors throughout the
day and I had the chance to meet and chat
with some true motoring enthusiasts. I had
plenty of tech talks during the day and I
really enjoyed it. It was actually the first
time I had taken my wife Leonora to a car
show and she was also amazed as to how
many people really loved the car. That day I
won Best of Show and I felt very happy and
proud of this achievement.” 

That’s been pretty much the formula for
Marsel and his E28 – turn up to a show, wow
the crowd and take home silverware. Almost
Famous at the Ace Café? Best of Show.
Players? First out of the top 20. Santa Pod
BMW Show? Best of Show, which, as we
mentioned, he’d already won with the car in
its previous incarnation back in 2012. Then
there was the time he went along to
VAGRoots for fun and, despite it being a VW
Audi event, he also won the show. But

Marsel said he had set out to build a show-
winning car, and that’s exactly what he’s got. 

“I believe that I might just have built
something extra special. An E28 with a great
character and amazing features, fine
definition and desirable styling. A powerful,
black, mean, luxurious, classic BMW E28
from the ’80s had to be the car for me.
Building a car like this has not been easy.
I’ve had a real love/hate relationship with
the car. Throughout the build it has tested
my patience many times but I never gave up
and, having spent nearly ten years building
it, I have had the opportunity to meet some
great guys along the way that have become
good friends.” 

Ultimately, it’s all been worth it and the
results speak for themselves. It’s an
astounding build, technically outstanding
and finished to a very high standard. More
than anything, it’s fantastic to see someone
pouring this much love into an E28 and
helping to preserve one of these classics in
such spectacular fashion. Furthermore, with
no intention of ever selling it, this E28 will
always remain part of Marsel’s family ●
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The BMW Car Club
of Great Britain & Ireland

Power Upgrades
Geometry Setups
Race Car Preparation
Custom Exhaust Upgrades
Track Day Conversions

Brake Upgrades
BMW ///M Power Specialist
Full Dyno Cell
Full Servicing Available
Custom Remapping

1 Series
Petrol
120i 2.0 16v (170bhp) +15bhp +20nm
125i 3.0 24v (218bhp) +20bhp +30nm
128i 3.0 24v (230bhp) +Call
135i 3.0 Twin Turbo (306bhp) +50bhp +65nm
Diesel
116d 2.0 D (116bhp) +50bhp +90nm
118d 2.0 D (143bhp) +40bhp +60nm
120d 2.0 D (177bhp) +40bhp +60nm
120d 2.0 D (184bhp) +35bhp +70nm
123d 2.0 D (204bhp) +40bhp +50nm

5 Series
Petrol
520i 2.0 16V (170bhp) +10bhp +20nm
520i 2.0 24V (170bhp) +10bhp +20nm
523i 2.5 24V (177bhp) +20bhp +20nm
523i 2.5 24V (190bhp) +15bhp +20nm
525i 2.5 24V (192bhp) +20bhp +20nm
525i 3.0 24V (218bhp) +15bhp +30nm
530i 3.0 24V (231bhp) +15bhp +40nm
530i 3.0 24V (258bhp) +15bhp +20nm
530i 3.0 24V (272bhp) +15bhp +20nm
535i 3.0 TT (306bhp) +40bhp +65nm
540i 4.0 V8 (306bhp) +35bhp +40nm
545i 4.4 V8 (333bhp) +40bhp +25nm
550i 4.8 V8 (367bhp) +20bhp +30nm
Diesel
520d 2.0 D (163bhp) +30bhp +60nm
520d 2.0 D (177bhp) +30bhp +60nm
525d 3.0 D (197bhp) +30bhp +55nm
530d 3.0 D (218bhp) +30bhp +60nm
530d 3.0 D (231bhp) +30bhp +60nm
530d 3.0 D (235bhp) +30bhp +60nm
535d 3.0 D (272bhp) +40bhp +70nm
535d 3.0 D (286bhp) +30bhp +50nm

X5 Series
Petrol
X5 3.0si 24V (272bhp) +15bhp +30nm
X5 4.8 V8 (355bhp) +35bhp +40nm
X5 M 4.4 Twin Turbo (555bhp) +35bhp +70nm
X5 Xdrive 3.0 Turbo (306bhp) +50bhp +70nm
X5 Xdrive 4.4 V8 (408bhp) +15bhp +20nm
X5 Xdrive 4.8 V8 (355bhp) 
Diesel
X5 3.0 D (235bhp) +30bhp +60nm
X5 3.0 SD (286bhp) +30bhp +55nm
X5 Xdrive 3.0 D (235bhp) +30bhp +90nm
X5 Xdrive 3.0 D (245bhp) +40bhp +80nm
X5 Xdrive 3.0 D (286bhp) +40bhp +80nm
X5 Xdrive 3.0 D (306bhp) +30bhp +100nm

X3 Series
Petrol
X3 2.0 1.6V (150bhp) +20bhp +20nm
X3 2.5 24V (192bhp) +20bhp +10nm
X3 2.5 24V (218bhp) +15bhp +30nm
X3 3.0 24V (231bhp) +25bhp +30nm
X3 3.0 24V (272bhp) +15bhp +30nm
X3 Xdrive 2.0 1.6V (150bhp) +20bhp +20nm
X3 Xdrive 2.5 24V (218bhp) +15bhp +30nm
X3 Xdrive 3.0 24V (272bhp) +15bhp +30nm
Diesel
X3 2.0 D (150bhp) +35bhp +60nm
X3 2.0 D (177bhp) +40bhp +60nm
X3 3.0 D (204bhp) +20bhp +60nm
X3 3.0 D (218bhp) +30bhp +65nm
X3 3.0 SD (286bhp) +35bhp +55nm
X3 Sdrive 18d 2.0 D (143bhp) +40bhp +80nm
X3 Xdrive 20d 2.0 D (177bhp) +30bhp +60nm
X3 Xdrive 30d 3.0 D (218bhp) +30bhp +65nm
X3 Xdrive 35d 3.0 D (286bhp) +25bhp +55nm

3 Series
Petrol
316i 1.9 8V (105bhp) +10bhp +20nm
316i 1.8 16V (115bhp) +15bhp +20nm
318i 1.9 8V (118bhp) +15bhp +20nm
318i 2.0 16V (143bhp) +20bhp +20nm
318ci 2.0 16V (150bhp) +15bhp +20nm
320i 2.0 24V (150bhp) +15bhp +20nm
320i 2.2 24V (170bhp) +15bhp +20nm
323ci 2.5 24V (170bhp) +20bhp +25nm
325i 2.5 24V (184bhp) 
325i 2.5 24V (192bhp) +20bhp +25nm
328i 2.8 24V (193bhp) +20bhp +30nm
330i 3.0 24V (231bhp) +15bhp +25nm
Diesel
318d 2.0 D (116bhp) +30bhp +75nm
320d 2.0 D 136bhp) +35bhp +70nm
320d 2.0 D (150bhp) +35bhp +60nm
330d 3.0 D (184bhp) +35bhp +60nm
330d 3.0 D (204bhp) +30bhp +75nm

All BMW models covered, 
see website for full power 

upgrades available

X6 Series
Petrol
X6 Xdrive 3.0 TT (306bhp) +40bhp +75nm
X6 Xdrive 4.4 V8 (408bhp) +15bhp +20nm
Diesel
X6 Xdrive 3.0 D (235bhp) +35bhp +65nm
X6 Xdrive 3.0 D (245bhp) +40bhp +80nm
X6 Xdrive 3.0 D (286bhp) +40bhp +70nm
X6 Xdrive 3.0 D (306bhp) +30bhp +100nm

X1 Series
Petrol
X1 Sdrive 18i 2.0 16V (150bhp) +20bhp +20nm
X1 Xdrive 25i 3.0 24V (218bhp) +35bhp +30nm
X1 Xdrive 28i 3.0 24V 
Diesel
X1 Xdrive 18d 2.0 D (143bhp) +40bhp +80nm
X1 Xdrive 20d 2.0 D (177bhp) +40bhp +70nm

New for Summer 2014 
- our new ATLAS & 
CONNECT hand held 
DME remap devices!

More power, more torque, 
improved fuel consumption, and 
completely reversible

ATLAS
Multiple maps for all BMWs
Touch screen
Fault code reader

TMS custom maps

CONNECT

Works with encrypted ECUs
5 minute installation
Customisable maps
Can be used on multiple vehicles
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From humble base model to a supercar-slaying saloon, we check out the

‘BM-Vette’ that has put Philippines tuner, Car Porn Racing, on the map.

T
here is a lot to be said for building a radical project around a base model car. For

starters, poverty-spec cars are always the cheapest to buy because of their low-power

engines, unadorned exteriors and parsimonious levels of interior trim. Some people may

already see these as primary advantages, but the benefits run deeper than that. A lack of

features also means that humble models are the lightest in the range; and as we should

all know by now, the cheapest way to make your car go faster is to make it lighter.

Let’s put some flesh on the bones of that statement. The entry-level E46 3 Series has a weight

advantage of 120kg over the admittedly much more desirable 330i SE, a figure that would take an

awful lot of effort to replicate through stripping-out and the fitment of lightweight, carbon fibre

parts. Both cars share the same inherently capable chassis and equally fine build quality. And if your

project is going to include an engine conversion then you can immediately ignore the fact that the

316i offers half the power of the six-cylinder version. Suddenly the little four-pot-powered E46 is

looking much more attractive.

Perhaps this was why Ian King, serial car modifier and proprietor of the Philippines-based Car

Porn Racing tuning outfit, suddenly started to covet his wife’s unassuming E46 316i saloon. His

head had recently been filled with dreams of creating a race-prepared but still street-friendly vehicle

similar to a Porsche 911 GT3, and here was a rear-wheel drive machine that he already owned… but

couldn’t yet pull the skin off a rice pudding.

Ian’s solution to this issue involved a complete strip down, a stitch-welded chassis and the fitment

of an all-encompassing roll-cage in a contrasting colour, just like a GT3. Pretty good so far. But then

he chose to install a General Motors LS-series V8 E-Rod crate engine, a decision that may not please

purists with an all-BMW persuasion, however it is hard to argue with the logic or end results.

The LS may technically be classed as a pushrod engine but that tends to minimise its many other

qualities, such as its light weight, compact size, aluminium construction and incredible power

Words: @Words_n_Photos  Photos: Peter Wu
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output – 436hp and 424lb ft in the case of the 6.2-litre LS3 version Ian sourced, the same unit found
in late-model Chevrolet Corvettes.

Though requisite products are available in the aftermarket to tackle this particular conversion,
Ian made his own engine mounts. He also fabricated a slimmer sump to clear the front
crossmember, reinforced the original subframe to cope with quadruple the power and torque, and
had the foresight to buy a clever DeWitts radiator that incorporates all the engine’s cooling needs —
water, oil and power steering — in a single unit to minimise visual complication under the bonnet.
The BMW’s original CANbus wiring was whipped out and replaced with a standalone E-Rod ECU kit
that simply controls the engine. During this process all traction control, anti-lock braking and
stability management systems were deleted, leaving the car in the raw state needed for impromptu
drift challenges. What little information Ian needs to keep an eye on is now displayed in a small
collection of VDO gauges.

The gearbox accompanying the engine swap is Tremec’s highly-regarded TR-6060 six-speed
manual, which also came from the Corvette. It was supported on custom mounts and connected to
an E46 M3 rear differential via a custom-length driveshaft with the right fixing on each end. Though
BMW Motorsport offers alternative, shorter ratios for the differential, Ian stuck with the 3.62:1 gear
set as the best compromise between engine revs and outright speed, while also tapping into the
engine’s broad torque curve. Put it this way; with a free-flowing AEM intake and custom exhaust
manifolds leading to a centre-exit Varex exhaust system, this setup is enough for Ian to claim a
supercar-rivalling 4.3 second 0-62mph time and a 190mph top speed.

With an hydraulic handbrake plumbed in and some half-decent wheels, tyres and suspension also
fitted, this setup was more than enough to satiate Ian’s need for sideways speed. But then he started
dreaming about the daring aero styling produced by Japanese scene-stealers such as Kei ‘Rocket
Bunny’ Miura, RAUH-Welt Begriff and Liberty Walk. He wondered whether there was some way of
remodelling the exterior so it was as dramatic to look at as it was to drive…

So began the latest chapter in Ian’s wife’s long-forgotten 3 Series story. Out came the previous
suspension setup, replaced with a high-tech AirRex air strut package with AccuAir digital ride
height management. Essentially, it offers the best of both worlds – the 12-way damping
performance of a coilover for optimum ride quality allied to the remote ride height
adjustment of an airbag. Ground Control products then replaced the tie rods, bump
stops and rear arms, Powerflex bushes were inserted to strengthen all major

ENGINE: GM LS3 6.2-
litre V8, Corvette valve
covers, AEM intake,
custom fuel surge tank,
swirl pot, fuel pressure
regulator, custom Car
Porn Racing manifolds, 
X-pipe with heat wrap,
centre-exit Varex variable
exhaust system custom
black Plasti Dip tip,
custom sump, custom
engine mounts, GM 
E-Rod standalone ECU,
DeWitts three-in-one
radiator, custom steering
shaft. TR-6060 six-speed
manual transmission,
RAM Street Dual clutch
kit, custom driveshaft,
E46 M3 rear differential

CHASSIS: 10.5x18”
ET-3 (front) and 12x18”
ET-22 (rear) Rotiform
Classic BLQ forged three-
piece split-rim alloys with
polished lip and gold
centres, with 245/40
(front) and 275/35 (rear)
Nitto Invo tyres. Seam-
welded bodyshell, weld-
in roll-cage, AirRex air
bag coilover suspension,
AccuAir e-Level air
management with
custom TMP2 setup,
Hotchkis tubular anti-roll
bars, Powerflex
polyurethane bushes,
Ground Control front tie
rods with bump stops,
Ground Control rear
arms, custom
transmission mounts with
damper, reinforced
subframe mounts.
Stoptech big brake kit,
custom twin-caliper 
rear handbrake, braided
brake lines

EXTERIOR: Car Porn
Racing custom wide-body
conversion (bumpers,
side skirts, arch flares),
Car Porn Racing chin
spoiler, Car Porn Racing
bonnet, Car Porn Racing
boot lid, Plasti Dip
Midnight blue respray,
blue angel eyes, 4000k
yellow foglights, black
carbon badges, LED 
rear lenses

INTERIOR: Recaro
reclining seats, Simpsons
five-point harnesses,
Momo Drift steering
wheel, KSport hydraulic
handbrake, Corvette
eight-ball gear knob, VDO
gauges (speedo, tacho,
water temperature, fuel,
oil temperature, oil
pressure), remote control
for Varex exhaust, custom
alloy doorcards with
leather wraps and 
racing handles

CONTACT:
Car Porn Racing
(www.carpornracing.com)

DATA FILE
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connection points, and Hotchkis anti-roll bars were used to link each side of the chassis.
The aggressive widths and offsets (10.5x18” and ET-3 up front, 12x18” and ET-22 out back) of a

set of gorgeous new Rotiform Classic BLQ split-rim alloys pushed the rims far outside the reach of
the original bodywork. But as the plan was always to mimic the dramatic over-fender styling that is
popular in Japan at the moment, Ian set to work extending the bodywork to perfectly hug the arc of
the rolling stock. Foundation structures were laid in metal before the precise outer shape was
carefully moulded directly on the car using a mixture of fibreglass and filler. Here, the four-door
bodyshell put Ian at a distinct disadvantage, especially in the complex area of the rear quarter panel
where the blistered arch has to incorporate the door opening. However, after examining the photos
we think you will agree that the whole wide-body conversion has been incredibly well-integrated.
The adoption of certain body swages has also been sympathetically carried out.

Interestingly, the Midnight blue paintwork is not paint in the strictest sense of the word.
Produced by Plasti Dip, it is an ingenious rubberised protective coating that has more in common
with a vinyl wrap than a traditional paint job. Applied by spray gun, it looks like satin paint but can
be peeled off at any time to reveal undamaged original paintwork underneath. Elements of the body
have been ‘painted’ in a contrasting black colour, from the M3-style side grille to the door handles
and even the tail pipe of the central-exit exhaust system.

With so much effort put in to make this E46 a master of both visual and physical disciplines, it
has attracted great attention within the BMW scene and also put Ian’s Car Porn Racing business on
the worldwide tuning map. However, the irony of this increasing workload is that Ian has had little
free time to put his ‘BM-Vette’ through its paces. There’s evidently a thread of truth in this but we
also happen to know that Ian simply cannot help making small, progressive refinements to the
design, handling and usability. And that tends to keep it in the bodyshop when it could be out there
smoking supercars. Look, Ian, stop thinking and get driving! ●
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An E30 build is an exercise in measured
restraint and quality workmanship. 
The devil really is in the detail… 
Words: Daniel Bevis  Photos: Courtney Cutchen

S
ubtlety goes a long way these
days, the less-is-more approach
often saying way more than
ostentation and wackiness ever
could. Look at it this way:

Batman and Superman have a clear and
obvious sense of purpose – they’ve got the
eye-catching costumes, the superhero
actions, the uncompromising and forthright
approach to getting the job done… but you
wouldn’t exactly want to have them round
for dinner, would you? There’d be a palpable
sense of tension in the air, they’d have one

eye on the door. Bruce Wayne and Clark
Kent, however… they’ve got a sense of
mystery about them. It’s not what they’re
saying or doing, it’s the obvious potential
brimming beneath those sober suits. These
are the people that you want to have a
conversation with.

In many ways, then, this gleaming white
E30 is the Clark or Bruce of the 3 Series
world. It doesn’t shout about its abilities, it’s
not shoving itself into your line of sight. No,
it’s casually hanging back, in the knowledge
that it has the skills to pay the bills. It

doesn’t need to seek out your attention, it
knows you’ll be double-taking as you pass
and going in for a closer look.

This approach has CAtuned written all
over it. Regular readers will recognise the
name, as this is by no means the first of its
builds to feature in these pages. CAtuned is
the motorsport and custom wing of Auto
Heaven, a full-service maintenance and
repair outfit in Sacramento, California. AH
was established in 1995, and branched out
into this sort of specialist custom work in
2002, focusing principally on retro BMWs –
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2002s, E28s, E30s and E34s are their
particular favourites, and that passion is
keenly demonstrated in the car you see here.

“This came to us as a no-rust California
car,” says Igor Polishchuk, head honcho at
CA. ‘It’s a 325es, and it was a non-runner with
an auto ’box when we got it. It had been
stationary for about eight years – solid, but in
need of a bit of love!’ We’ve seen pictures of
the resto and he’s definitely understating the
work involved here – the federal-bumpered
project base was largely complete, but that
didn’t stop the team totally stripping it back

to first principles and starting anew.
This is pretty much the ethos of a

CAtuned build, you see – it’s not just a case
of modifying and optimising, it’s effectively
renewing everything that can be renewed in
order to make the car the best that it can be;
indeed, as close to a ‘new’ E30 as is possible
given current parts availability. 

And in the case of this car, they really
went all-out. Look at the engine, for example
– it’s not a mega-horsepower hot rod motor,
but instead a refreshed and breathed-upon
unit; the US-spec 2.5-litre M20 has received

new pistons, rings, rods, main bearings,
gaskets, seals, sensors, plugs, cap, rotor,
wires, belts, hoses, tanks, water pump and
thermostat, so that the modifications could
be applied to a good-as-new base. Then the
guys added their own proprietary valve
cover, intake manifold and stainless-steel
exhaust system. “It’s got that note that you
love to hear!” Igor enthuses.

Rather than tying all of this gently rasping,
eagerly revving retro splendour down with a
slushy old self-shifter, they junked the auto
in favour of a fresh Getrag five-speeder, the
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34 PERFORMANCE BMW

old-school thrust running back to a rebuilt
3.73 diff complete with spiffy powdercoated
casing. So now the thing had the shove to
match the trademark CAtuned aesthetic –
the next step was to make the look happen.

And they’ve done a pretty damn fine job,
wouldn’t you say? The subtlety of the white
hue adds to the stealthy ethos of the build,
and it’s pleasantly old-school too, being the
car’s original paint. And once it was all
buffed to perfection, the federal bumpers
being swapped out for Euro-size items, the

shell was treated to all manner of shiny new
goodies: all the window glass and rubbers,
the roundels, a set of Bosch ‘smiley’
headlights, Euro front grilles (which have a
full-length lip at the top rather than having a
gap above the lights like US-spec grilles do),
a Euro-size rear number plate recess filler
and some Motorsport door handles all help
to lend a sense of 1980s Bavarian freshness.
“One of the hardest parts of the build was
pulling together all of the pieces to make the
car a complete Euro package,” Igor explains.

“Finding all of those Euro-spec pieces and
trim isn’t always easy. It was an ongoing part
of the project though, as the build wasn’t
rushed through – it took about 16 months
from start to finish.”

Having crafted a cohesive and
comprehensive European look, the guys
threw an M Tech 1 kit into the mix, complete
with the hard-to-find spoiler; it’s an old-
school kit that’s subtle rather than shouty –
all, of course, in keeping with the theme.

The attention to detail outside is mirrored
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in the interior too, which feels as near-as-
dammit like a brand-new E30. The original
tired seats have been junked in favour of a
super-fly set in Cardinal red, which acts as a
shock of lipstick when you open the door of
the sober and sensible white shell – it’s like
peeping a glimpse of the ‘S’ logo between the
buttons of Clark Kent’s shirt. “We were lucky
to find an interior that had the rare ‘ski pass’
option,” says Igor, meaning that if they ever
fancy popping up to the Donner Ski Ranch,
they won’t be needing a roof-rack.

The dials are pretty cool too – they were
custom made by Bavarian Restoration,
incorporating the Cardinal red with the
CAtuned palm tree logo.

If you were to hoist the car up on to a
ramp, you’d find some pretty serious stuff
going on under there. Although it was
already rust-free and solid, the guys have
taken the precaution of giving it a thorough
rust-proofing beneath with a thick, sticky
coat of underseal and inhibitor. The corners
have been treated to CAtuned’s own custom

coilovers in order to get the car sitting in a
modern and respectable manner; castor and
camber adjustment are all part of the game,
as well as endless height adjustability. It’s all
about making the thing as usable as it is easy
on the eye.

Also keeping up with modern
developments is the brake setup – the rears
sport cross-drilled discs with performance
pads, while up front there’s a custom CA big
brake ensemble with four-pot Wilwood
calipers. Just the thing for ensuring

Stunning Cardinal red
interior replaces tired
original seats; subtle
details like custom gauges
really make the difference
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contemporary stopping power, to
complement that 21st-century handling; an
E36 steering rack adds to the sense of driver
engagement, while comprehensive body
strengthening eliminates any unwanted flex.

You’ve probably already spotted the
wheels. While Fifteen52’s Tarmac design has
been a runaway success for the brand, it’s
not all that often that you find them on an
E30. They look spot-on though, don’t they?
The mixture of flat surfaces, angles and

curves ties the look in precisely with the 3
Series’ own lines, and it gives the
purposefully low 325 a cheeky hint of
motorsport aggression.

Having expended such energies in
effectively creating a new E30, the finished
product is no museum piece. “It’s now used
as a daily commuter,” Igor assures us. “The
M Tech 1 cars aren’t a huge reaction or in-
your-face type of car – especially being that
it’s white, and that’s what makes it more

enjoyable. You can drive it everywhere.” And
that’s just the way it should be – a
considered and thorough build, with quality
parts, eager handling, just enough
performance to entertain, comfortable
appointments, and built to be used. A
wonderful notch in the bedpost of CAtuned’s
projects, then, and very much the Bruce
Wayne of the bunch – it doesn’t need to
scream its credentials out loud. If you know,
you know ●

ENGINE &
TRANSMISSION: 2.5-litre
straight-six M20B25, rebuilt
with all-new pistons, rings,
rods, main bearings, gaskets,
seals, sensors, plugs, cap,
rotor, wires, belts, hoses,
tanks, water pump and
thermostat. CAtuned valve
cover and intake manifold,
Walbro fuel pump, Mishimoto
E36 radiator with Spal electric
fan, custom CAtuned exhaust
system, Getrag 260 five-speed
transmission, rebuilt 3.73 diff
with powdercoated cover

CHASSIS: 8x17” (front &
rear) Fifteen52 Tarmac wheels
with Toyo tyres, custom
CAtuned coilovers, castor and
camber adjustment welded in
with Polybushes, CAtuned/
Wilwood stage 2.0 brake kit,
stainless brake lines, Motorsport
Hardware studs, extra body
reinforcements welded in,
rebuilt E36 steering rack with
upgraded poly steering link 

INTERIOR: All-new Cardinal
red interior, Motorsport mats,
rare ‘ski pass’ rear bench,
custom Bavarian Restoration
CA Tuned gauge cluster

EXTERIOR: M Tech 1 kit
with rare M Tech 1 spoiler,
new glass, new roundels,
Bosch ‘smiley’ Euro headlights,
M3 foglights, Euro grilles, Euro
rear number plate filler,
Motorsport handles

DATA FILE

Above: Engine has been thoroughly refreshed
Left: Square setup Fifteen52 Tarmacs hide
front BBK with Wilwood calipers
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T
he 1960s were turbulent but
exciting times for BMW. The late-
Fifties had seen much financial
strife, with the gorgeous 507
roadster proving too expensive to

be profitable, the Isetta-based microcars
selling badly, and the motorcycle market
imploding. BMW’s board of directors even
proposed a merger with Daimler-Benz in
1959 – imagine! – but this was vehemently
opposed by dealers and shareholders. What
the company needed was a shot in the arm,
a new direction. And that came in the form
of the Neue Klasse. Debuting at the 1961

Frankfurt Motor Show, the fresh new BMW
1500 demonstrated a solid set of values that
have carried on through the model range
ever since; it had disc brakes and all-round
independent suspension, offering the latest
technological developments in a well-
equipped car that, while selling at a premium
price, wasn’t absurdly out of the reach of the
man on the street.

Job done then, yes? The 1500 morphed
into the slippery 2000C/CS coupés and the
iconic ’02 series, and so BMW’s 1950s
personality-split between big luxury cars and
economical micros was smoothly merged

into one logical 1960s whole.
Ah, but that wasn’t the end, of course. You

can’t build an empire on just one idea. BMW
had been keeping a keen eye on Mercedes-
Benz, eager to ensure that they could
compete on all levels with their rivals over in
Stuttgart. Benz was dominating the large
luxury car sector, and BMW wanted to
muscle in with a range that could both
compete and offer a sportier edge. And the
result? The New Six. The thinking behind
this is what carries through to the modern
Bee-Em that may well be sitting on your
drive right now – luxury, with sporting intent

The E3 was a revolutionary model for BMW in the 1960s. This
Belgian example gives the old-skool formula a 21st century twist.
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and technological capabilities in spades.
The poster boy for the New Six has

always been the Batmobile – the super-
aerodynamic racy variant of the E9 3.0
coupé, the CSL – but it’s important to
remember that this mould-breaking range
featured two body shapes: alongside the E9
Coupé sat the car we’re looking at here, the
E3 Saloon. The Neue Klasse’s hardy M10
four-bangers were comprehensively
reworked into the six-pot M30 range, and the
New Six styling featured such details as the
twin-headlights-in-grille and the celebrated
Hofmeister Kink that have since become

BMW staples. At launch, the E3 was
available in either 2500 or 2800 flavour, and
it’s the latter that we’re looking at today.

This particular 2800 is owned by Belgian
Kevin Pourtois, who’s taking the current
stance scene’s excitement over retro motors
to its logical conclusion, bypassing the E21s
and E12s of the 1970s and diving right back
to the previous generation (okay, his E3 is a
1976 model, but the ethos remains true…).
So, was this a conscious decision to shake
up the scene a little? “Well, no, actually,” he
explains, “this was actually my grandfather’s
car. It was sitting there in the garage in

perfect condition, just waiting for me! So
this is more of a sentimental project…”

Keeping the concept all in the family,
Kevin set about refreshing and
contemporising the revolutionary old motor
car along with his father. “First, we started
with the interior,” he says. “The seats
themselves were in good condition, but we
wanted to recover them with something a bit
more contemporary, so they’ve been
retrimmed in quality leather.” You can see
from the pictures that this was a good move,
the creamy hue neatly complementing the
otherwise bone-stock insides. These old E3s W
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have a lovely solidity about them, and details
such as the lozenge-like instrument binnacle
and slender heater controls speak of a time
of uncluttered simplicity. It’s a very classy
place to be, and even more so now that it’s
slathered in baby-soft cowhide.

“I have to admit that we didn’t make a lot
of progress for some time after that,” Kevin
concedes, “but after a while I just decided it
was about time I rolled up my sleeves and
got stuck in.” And so he, along with his
father, attacked the project with renewed
vigour, starting with the engine. The future
plan is to swap the venerable old M30 out
completely for something else, but in the
meantime they’ve had the 2.8-litre six
refreshed by SG Motorsport to ensure that
all is running as it should. You’ll notice the ‘i’
badge on the bootlid too, indicating that this
car is running fuel injection rather than the
launch-spec carburettor setup. 

With motive power taken care of, they
turned their hands to paint – or rather, one
of Kevin’s friends did. “We wanted to keep
the original colour, as that’s what my
grandad chose, so I asked a friend of mine to
refresh it in the original shade,” he explains.
And you’ve got to admit that it looks pretty
damn perfect. It’s a mysterious greeny-bluey-

grey that’s at once subtle and classy, and
also pure hot rod. It complements the 2800’s
oodles of extra chrome rather neatly too.

It’s at this point that the project took
rather a radical turn. Now, E3 aficionados
will happily fill you in on the details of the
car’s factory suspension setup – rather
radical in itself, for its time, featuring Boge
Nivomat self-levelling trickery at the rear –
but that sort of pub-bore geekery won’t win
you any trophies. So Kevin decided to take
the concept of self-levelling to the next, er,
level by having a word with Kean
Suspensions. Regular readers will have
spotted this name cropping up with
increasing regularity of late, as the
renowned altitude adjusters’ star rises in the
stance sphere. And in Kevin’s eyes, their
famed prowess in air-ride systems was
exactly what he needed to freshen up the
attitude of his grandad’s old Beemer. 

“I asked them to build me an AccuAir
system, because I wanted this to be a fun
project,” he grins. And the quality of the
install manifests itself in two key ways:
firstly, the neatness inside – that uncluttered
BMW dash and console look factory-stock, if
gently patinated, and it takes a moment to
locate the air-ride controls. Go on, have a

peek, see if you can spot them…
Secondly, there’s the way the thing sits.

There’s something about these large, slab-
sided old barges that lend themselves very
well to being aired out and kissing Tarmac,
isn’t there? Like some kind of vast snake,
slithering on its belly. The wheels are neatly
tucked, a bold wedge of camber presenting
itself at the rear – it’s the perfect way to pull
that ’60s style right into 2014.

Oh yes, and those wheels. It’s always a
tricky business bolting newer rims to a
classic car, isn’t it? For every tastefully
executed E21 on a set of boxfresh Schmidts,
there’s a shonky 2002 on ’90s three-spokes –
you’ve just got be very careful with your
choices. Fortunately for Kevin, his eye was
bang on with this one. The E3 wears BBS
RCs: “Because I just really like these wheels,
I never considered any others!” he says. And
they do work perfectly with the overall
aesthetic; while clearly modernising the
silhouette, that newness becomes less
jarring in conjunction with the panscraping
stance created by the air-ride. And hey,
they’re hardly new-new, they’re a classic
wheel in their own right now. Again, it’s all
just about the appropriateness. 

He gives us a coy smile when we ask how
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Classic interior has been retrimmed in 
cream leather; air-ride controls have 
been neatly and discreetly integrated 
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much this retro uniqueness has set him back
so far: “A lot,” he replies enigmatically, “but
when you love something, you don’t count
the money! This always had to be something
a bit special, being my grandfather’s beloved
old car, so I couldn’t do anything that would
totally alter its character, and yet I wanted to
do something fun that would make it stand
out on the scene. I took some inspiration
from forums and car shows, and I basically

just wanted it to be a bit different, more old-
skool.” It was lucky that this family heirloom
was waiting in the wings, then – it’s turned
out to be the perfect base for a project with
such clarity of vision.

All of those gorgeous classic touches,
such as the fuel filler that sits behind the
hinged rear number plate, the tall
windscreen above the slender nose that
makes it look like a Pixar character, the

‘automatic’ script on the bootlid, and the oh-
so-retro ashtrays in the rear doors, are
superbly modernised by the simple concept
of sitting it lower to the ground. And
sometimes, with the right car, that’s pretty
much all you need to stand out – no sense in
changing things for the sake of change.
Kevin’s E3 takes a near-perfect package and
adds the finishing touches to create a show-
stopper. A success, wouldn’t you say? ●

ENGINE & TRANSMISSION: 2.8-litre straight-six
M30B28, automatic transmission

CHASSIS: 8x17” (front and rear) BBS RC 008s,
AccuAir air-ride suspension setup 

INTERIOR: Original seats retrimmed in leather,
renewed wood trim, original radio

EXTERIOR: Full respray in original colour

THANKS: SG Motorsport, Kean Suspensions

DATA FILE
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01638 608062
motorsport@bluefingroup.co.uk 
bluefingroup.co.uk/motorsport

Always  
on pole.
Whilst others come and go, we have 
been on the starting grid year in, 
year out.

With 7 years experience and proven expertise,  
we provide insurance solutions both on-track  
and off-track.

For more information on how our team can help 
you, get in touch using reference: Motorsport2015.
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▼ Dull lumps of aluminium wait their turn, with all machining being done in-house – one wheel can take from three hours to one day to make

HRE makes some of the finest and most
desirable wheels around. We paid a visit to
its LA HQ to have a look behind the scenes

Words: Stuart Gallagher
Photos: HRE

BEHIND THE SCENES
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Machining process is manned and each wheel is inspected at regular intervals throughout the process to ensure quality ▲ 

E
fficiency; it’s the buzzword of the
automotive industry and every
manufacturer is on a congested
path to produce the most efficient
vehicles it can. But if you look

beyond the global manufacturing plants and
the marketing strategies you’ll discover a
world of specialists who have been working
the efficiency strategy to a far greater detail,
quality and for longer than any car
manufacturer. Companies such as HRE
Wheels, the US-based wheel manufacturer
that has made it its goal to produce not only
some of the most striking wheel designs on
the market but the lightest, strongest and
most efficient too.

You’ll notice there’s no bold claim to the
be the biggest; being the biggest means you
increase the pressure on being efficient, and
it also takes your eye off the ball when it
comes to quality. And if there’s one thing
HRE prides itself on, it’s that quality comes
first. This has been paramount to its success.

So what makes HRE’s alloy wheels
different to the competition? Possibly being
based on a small industry complex just off the
Pacific coast’s Highway 1, south of Los
Angles, is one big factor. The company’s HQ is
no belching industrial powerhouse but rather
a small complex that with a bit of a refit could
house an accountancy firm. Instead, behind
the mirrored glass a sequence of events take
place that results in an end product that won’t
fail to impress even the most blinkered driver
who thinks a car’s wheel is nothing but a
device to mount a tyre to.

From the design of each wheel to the
shipping of each finished set, every process
is handled on this one site, and the staff

outnumber the automated machines, despite
a recent multimillion dollar investment in the
latest milling machines. The only process
that isn’t carried out at the Vista HQ is the
manufacture of the forgings, which are
produced up the road at the same company
which produces the forgings for Boeing.

HRE started as a motorsport wheel
specialist in 1978 before expanding into road
wheels in 1983. In the mid-Nineties the
company was acquired by an investment
firm who had the intention of streamlining
the business with a view to moving it on for
a small profit soon after. Nearly 20 years on
the same investors still own the company
and HRE has reinvented itself as one of the
world’s premium wheel manufacturers.
Today, HRE CEO Chis Luhnow leaves the
day-to-day running of the company to its
president, Alain Peltier, an engineer by
profession who joined in 1999 when looking
for a new role away from his aerospace
career that fulfilled his passion for cars; a
car guy running a car related business is
always a good thing.

So what’s the big deal about fitting
lightweight wheels? Don’t they need to be
strong to do their job and that’s about it? “A
strong wheel doesn’t have to mean a heavy
wheel,” says Peltier, who has been
instrumental in the design of some of HRE’s
most successful wheel designs. “If you mix
design with clear engineering principles you
will achieve the product you want without
compromise. Our philosophy is for a wheel’s
designer to be involved in every process of a
wheel’s production, so they need to
understand the engineering that goes into a
making a wheel that works. They also need
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▼ Each wheel is hand-finished in-house by a small team and each set of four wheels is finished by the same person
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to know how the production process works,
so they understand what is and isn’t possible.

“We don’t have a culture of the designers
handing their design to the engineer, who
then tweaks it to suit their needs and who
then hands it to a production manager who
makes changes to suit his requirements. The
wheel’s designer is responsible for seeing
the design from his idea and sketches,
through to the production process and on to
the testing stage. This philosophy means we
can have a no-compromise approach to
every wheel we design and produce.”

This engineering-led philosophy doesn’t
appear to have an effect on how the wheels
look; in fact, it enhances them. There’s a
solid, purposeful look to how HRE’s wheels
are presented. They look like intricate and
precisely engineered pieces of aluminium.
Which, of course, is exactly what they are.

The process of producing such a wheel
starts with a design which has to evolve
with each generation of new car without
forgetting the outgoing models that owners
still cherish. The design process – which can
start as a formal design on a CAD system or
just a sketch on a white board in someone’s
office during an impromptu brain storm – is
eventually finalised and optimised on screen
using software that not only prepares the
final drawings but processes the crucial
engineering data the designer requires to
make sure the wheel is going to work.

“With every design there are different
stress points on the wheel,” says Peltier. “We
spend most of our time coming up with
designs that are instantly recognisable as a
HRE wheel but with no compromise to their
strength and, of course, they have to be as
light as possible.” The finished design is
programmed into the milling machines that
take the solid pieces of forged aluminium
and painstakingly cut out each individual

design element. Depending on the design, it
can take anything from three hours to a
whole day to complete one wheel. When you
see the size of the bins that collect the tiny
waste shavings of aluminium you get a sense
of just how intricate this machine process is.
Each machine is constantly manned
throughout the process to allow regular
inspections of the quality of the machining.
It’s also at the machining process that we
get a glimpse of just how far the company
goes in its quest to producing the lightest
possible wheels. To produce genuinely light
wheels the design team have to think of
innovative ways to lose weight without
sacrificing strength or safety. One of these
solutions is how the back face (the inside of
the wheel) is machined. Where possible,
every piece of unnecessary aluminium is
machined away. If they can save a gram by
removing a half millimetre square of
aluminium on the inside of every wheel
spoke, they will. It may add time to the
process, but it saves weight.

“We could have a production line
producing more sets per hour than we do in
a week but we wouldn’t get the quality and
we’d only know of a problem when the
wheels came off the line. By then it’s too
late and it’s a hugely wasteful way of doing
what we do,” explains Alan. 

Despite the accuracy of the machining
and the lathes, the next stage is possibly the
one HRE is most proud of. Each wheel is
hand-finished by a small team who have an
eye for detail like no other. Every set of
wheels are made in a batch of four and each
set is hand-finished by the same person to
retain continuity in both finish and quality.

On the rare occasion a wheel has come
from the lathe with an imperfection it’s the
finishers who will spot it and place it on the
reject pile (it’s a very small pile as the
original forgings are all individually inspected
before being selected for machining; any
forgings with the tiniest imperfection are
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HRE’s range of wheels is varied and comprehensive, offering something to suit all tastes and virtually every budget ▲ 

Three-piece wheels being finished and assembled; inspecting a finished wheel to make sure it’s perfect before it’s sent out ▼

rejected and returned to the supplier. This is
quite a big pile but then HRE is a no-
compromise business). From the finishing
area each set of wheels, which by now have
been stamped with their own serial numbers,
are wheeled across the facility to the
cleaning and powdercoating bays.

After being cleaned of any contaminants
each set of four is placed in a paint booth to
be powdercoated and finished as required
by the customer. “Like the machining part of
the process, I’m sure there are experts who
could tell us we could speed the
powdercoating process up with a
production line setup but while we’d paint
more wheels in a day we’d also have more
wheels that weren’t finished to the standard
we expect of ourselves.

“Powdercoating and painting each set of
wheels by hand at the same time, in the
same conditions, is the only way we can
produce the finish we strive for and the

continuity our customers expect and that we
demand of ourselves,” says Peltier. 

But the process isn’t finished here,
because there is one final production stage
each set of wheels has to pass through: the
hand polishing. Working under the cleanest
of conditions and under direct lighting each
wheel is scrutinised and hand-finished. If the
customer has specified a high gloss paint
finish, every surface will be polished by
hand to the highest standard, even the backs
of the wheel that will never see the light of
day. And, of course, each set of wheels are
made to the client’s exact offset and size for
their car so there’s no need to fit spacers.

Of course, such attention to detail doesn’t
come cheap and for a set of HRE’s wheels
you will be looking at an outlay of between
$5000 to $10,000, and that figure will
depend on which style and
construction method – one-piece,
three-piece forged wheels or the

company’s new FlowForm cast wheels –
you go for. Quality costs, though, but should
you require further convincing, the world
record holding Shelby Ultimate Aero set its
amazing 251.15mph record on a set of HRE
wheels. So what’s the benefit of this process
and outlay? Aside from a set of finely-honed
and meticulously-engineered set of alloy
wheels, the dynamic benefits come from the
reduction of unsprung weight, the
consequences of which are far reaching and
will have nothing but a positive effect on
how your BMW performs ●
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Don’t miss out on your chance to vote for
your favourite PBMW feature cars from 2014 

voting closes11 January 2015

Last chance to vote!

I
f you’ve not yet voted for your Performance BMW

Car of the Year 2014 then don’t miss out! Simply pick
your top three cars from our shortlist of 24 and you
could win a PBMW subscription and PBMW sticker!
Picking just 24 cars from the incredible selection of

modified BMWs that we featured last year was not easy
but our shortlist has something for everyone. There
can only be one winner, though, so head to the PBMW

homepage, follow the link and pick your top three
PBMW feature cars from 2014. 
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Cast your vote
for A chance to win

one of three PBMW subscriptions
and PBMW stickers:

www.performancebmwmag.com/coty2014
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Styling for E92/93 Facelift

Lighting - E30 & E32/E34

Lighting Upgrade Set - E46

Sport Lowering Kits

Front Foglamp Sets

Shop on-line at www.mstyle.co.uk or visit our store & showroom
Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

All prices include VAT. Prices correct at time of going to press
but subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.

Carbon Fibre Front Splitter
Fits E92 & E93 LCI facelift models 
Adds more aerodynamic downforce
Price: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £279

£279.00

£129.00

Fits E46 and E39
Sports and M3/M5

Angel Eye Headlamps
for E30 & E32/E34
Black or Chrome . . . . . . . . £129.00

Lighting Upgrade 
Package
Includes LED Rear Lights 
(4 Pieces),Side Repeaters and Front
Indicators in clear or smoked. 
Saloon (all) & Coupe 
(>2003) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £177.60
Convertible (>2003) . . . . . £234.00

Remap your car 
from your home 
laptop PC !
Tune for optimum 
performance and fuel economy! 
iMoss tool alone. . . . . . . . . £129.00
10% discount on remap program
for your car. Call for prices.

Superbright HID Xenon Conversion
for E92/E93
supplied . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £195.00
fully fitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £295.00 

Massive Range of
Alloy Wheels & Tyres
from just £495 for a
wheel & tyre set!

Suspension, and
Chassis Tuning

Manhart Tuning for 1M

M-Style ‘Sportlook” Kits

E92/93 HID Xenon Conversion

Entry level tuning software 
385bhp / 530nm . . . . . . . £1595.00

Intercooler + exhaust downpipes
matched with tuning software
Over 400bhp . . . . . . . . . . £2895.00

Packages to increase to 420bhp
and 450bhp are also available -
e.g.  carbon fibre induction system,
uprated oil cooler

Manhart turbo modification and
performance clutch upgrade. 
512bhp / 645nm . . . . . . . . . . £POA

Options available for other BMW
and Mini models.

£195.00
FROM

Mosselman iMoss Tuning

Projector
£79.00

Foglamps
£59.00

Smoked 
£59.00

E81/E87. . . . . £99.00
E36 . . . . . . . . £79.00
E46 . . . . . . . . £79.00
E90/E93. . . . . £99.00

30 - 40mm

E46 Sportlook
Supplied 
from . . £450.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . . £850.00

E60 Sportlook
Supplied 
from . . £780.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . £1230.00

E92 & E93
Supplied 
from . . £636.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . £1200.00

E36 ‘M-Look’ Kit

Worldwide Delivery

£177.60
FROM

Check out  our  website Blog!

Manhart Vent Gauge

Black-Chrome finish (not painted).
Gives your car a ‘Tuner Special’
look. Available for most
current/recent BMW models 

£50.00
FROM

ICI Rear Lamp Upgrade

For early 
E92 & E93

Includes
complete 
rear lamp units and 
wiring adaptor to update to late model
ICI lights. Update kit . . . . . . . £634.80
Coding to car’s ECU (required) £96.00

ShadowChrome Grille

 Digital Display Vent Gauge for petrol
or diesel 1 Series, 3 Series and X5.
Shows 0-100 km/h, 0-200 km/h,
Boost Pressure, G-Force, Top Speed,
Torque (Nm), Power Output (hp), Oil
Temperature, Water Temperature,
Intake-Air Temperature
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £845.00

Big Brake Kits, Discs, 
Pads, Calipers and 
Brake Hose Kits

£249.00

The M-Look Stage 1 kit for cars
with standard SE rear bumper....
Body kit supplied . . . . . . . . £249.00
Fully painted/fitted . . . . . . . £449.00
The M-Look Stage 2 kit
for cars without standard SE rear
bumper.... 
Body kit supplied . . . . . . . . £369.00
Fully painted/fitted . . . . . . . £649.00

•   Visit our website for full listing & prices•Parts and Accessories for all BMW Models

M-Style are now agents for Air Lift Performance Air Suspension and can offer conversions for... BMW 3 Series E36 and
E46. BMW 5 Series ‘97-’03, M3 ‘95-’99 and ‘99-’06 and M5 ‘95-’03. 

Customers’car of the month

Full systems
supplied and fitted

X-Low for Show • Raise for go • High for slow

Variable ride
height at the
push of a button m

n

m
n

m
n

Drop to floor for display • Daily driving with no arch rubbing • Raise for speed bumps and level crossings

Auto Styling and Performance Enhancements  Sales, Servicing
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1M Look Conversion

• All BMW & Mini models

• Suspension, Brakes 
• Laser Alignment

• Air Conditioning Servicing

• Same Day 
Re-Map Service

• Full/Intermediate
Interval Vehicle
Servicing

• Purpose 
built Paint 
& Body Shop

• 6 Year Paint 
Warranty

• Insurance 
Approved 
Repairs

• Wheel & Styling
Showrooms

• Wheel & Tyre
Fitting & Balancing

Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

Tyrus - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

LM Style - 18”, 19” ,20”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Apollo - 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style Black 18”, 19”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Includes a powerdome and teardrop
vents.  In GRP . . . . . . . . . . . £1295
In carbon fibre. . . . . . . . . . . . £1595

Genuine carbon fibre exterior
styling products for the latest BMW
5 Series M-Sport model, enhancing
the appearance beyond the
standard recognized factory look. 
Carbon front spoiler . . . . . . £279.00
Carbon fibre rear diffuser (available
for all exhaust outlet types) £269.00
carbon fibre boot spoiler . . £209.00
carbon fibre roof spoiler . . £195.00

Body kits, spoilers and halo lights
available for most BMW models.     
Please call for details

The UK’s Premier BMW Styling & Tuning Specialist

Lighting 
Upgrades

Visit our Website - the largest
interior and exterior styling
range for all BMW’s in the UK!

E91/E92/93 Carbon Diffuser

£169.00

£195.00
FROM

£495.00
FROM

Genuine BMW Wheels available at favourable prices.
Package deals with performance tyres - call or visit website for prices.
GENUINE BMW Spares and Accessories available - call for a quote!

Genuine BMW Wheels at favourable prices

FROM

www.autoenhance.co.uk

Now you can give your E82 or E88
BMW the ‘1M look’ with M-Style’s
new body styling conversions.

Front Bumper with distinctive large
air intakes and cheek vents. £699.00
Front Splitter for bumper . . £295.00
Rear Bumper Kit, with cut-outs for a
twin tailpipe exhaust system (not
included) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £472.00

for 1 Series E82/E88

Body kits, spoilers and halo lights
available for most BMW models.
Please call for visit website

FINANCE PACKAGES
including 12 months 

0% INTEREST FREE  CREDIT
12 months - or up to 36 months finance options * Subject to status  - Written details on request

Call for
details

Don’t wait.
Buy it now!

UUC Short Shift

Reduces shift travel by 35% at stock
height and 40% when reduced to
short end of height range. 
Increased smoothness, acoustically
isolated from linkage. 

FROM

£160.00

Telephone 0208 598 9115 Online Shopping: www.mstyle.co.uk

carbon fibre
boot spoiler

Carbon
front spoiler

Carbon fibre
rear diffuser

• Full Service Centre

• MOT testing & Repairs

FROM

£1295.00

Lightweight M-Look Bonnet

• Comprehensive  Styling 
and Performance Part Sales

• Demo & Courtesy Cars• Nationwide Collection/Drop off

• Interior retrims and repairs

• Fitting available on all parts

Quantum- 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

SET of FOUR

£750.00

NEW!

• Helpful & Experienced 

Staff & Technicians

BMW 1 Series Panels
Parts are available for all 1 Series
models including the 1M unless
otherwise stated.

Vented powerdome bonnet
Primed £495.00 / Carbon £695.00

M-Look front wings complete with
chrome trims and side indicators

pair £795.00
CSL style bootlid (for coupe only)

Primed £409.00
Carbon £549.00

• Sales and Service

• Paint 
Grahics 
& Wrapping

Main Dealer Level Servicing Menus at Excellent  Prices!    Fully Equipped Workshops for Servicing & Repairs
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Download 

We’ve teamed up with the tech wizards at pocketmags to

offer more interactive content than ever before, available on

more platforms than ever before!

All of our digital magazine subscriptions and issues can be

downloaded from anywhere in the world and read on PC,

Mac, iPad, iPhone, Android devices, Kindle Fire, Windows 8

devices and the BlackBerry Playbook.

From just£2.99 per issue!

Now available on:

www.pocketmags.com/pbmw

Like to read your magazines digitally?
No problem!
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After a decade of meticulous planning and hard work all documented online, Chase
Donnelly’s 328Ci is not just the most powerful of its kind, but also one of the most
recognisable E46s in the world.
Words: Iain Curry Photos: Kevin Choi
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investment, and Chase is seen as a go-to
man. He boasts over 2600 Facebook fans, is
a forum guru and one of the top three
posters on e46fanatics.com (nearly 30,000
posts), is a senior poster on
bimmerforums.com and won Vehicle of the
Year on modbargains.com. 

Then there are the shows. As co-founder
of Timeless Motor Group – a car club for
tuners interested in what Chase calls “true
builds” and not fad mods – he and his fellow
members make their presence felt all over
America. “This past year, Timeless Motor
Group has been displayed in Maryland,
Virginia, Washington DC, North Carolina,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, New
Jersey, Las Vegas, LA and others,” he said.
“With each of these states came wonderful
venues, new people and new adventures.”

It’s the camaraderie of the tuning scene
that keeps Chase so enthused, allied to his
quest for creating his ultimate interpretation
of a modified E46 boasting more

G
rowing up in the shadow of
the White House, it’s
reasonable to have lofty
ambitions. But while one
Washington DC resident

effectively rules the world, another – 31-
year-old Chase Donnelly – has reached great
heights in an altogether different arena.
Perhaps not president, but more a king of
the E46 world, Chase has spent the last
decade creating the highest horsepower E46
328Ci known, and the package which
surrounds it is one of the most unique, well
thought out and talked about on the scene.

Here is an E46 of maximum exposure.
Such is Chase’s strive for perfection,
commitment to the scene and ubiquitous
online presence that he’s become a magnet
for companies willing to sponsor his car.
While many of us strive for this promise of
free aftermarket goodies – and sometimes
free fitment too – it doesn’t come easy.
Companies want to get value for their

horsepower than an E39 M5. He bought the
MY2000 E46 328Ci in 2004 with 48k miles on
the clock: it was clean, unmodified and was
intended to remain so. But having done a
few upgrades to his previous rides (and
Chase’s all-too-familiar formative influences
including model and remote control cars,
Transformers, James Bond car chases, Need

for Speed and The Fast & Furious) the
modification process was soon in full swing.

“I soon realised the commonality of the
BMW in Washington DC,” Chase said. “The 3
Series is about as frequently spotted in DC as
a cup of coffee.” While starting small mods
he stumbled across e46fanatics.com and the
vast world of expertise and inspiration it
offered. Chase had no idea that the final
custom job would take ten years, and the
exterior work would be five years in itself.
“The beauty of a car’s exterior results from
striking lines, symmetry and above all else, a
sense of balance,” he explained.

Vorsteiner offered to sponsor Chase’s
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328Ci, providing its then newly released GT-
R dual-sided carbon fibre bonnet and GTS-3
carbon chin spoiler. Considering the car
now lopsided, Chase fitted one of his
favourite pieces – a modified SRS-Tec
carbon rear bumper, followed by Hamann
GT-R carbon side skirts, a Schnitzer three-
piece spoiler and OEM E46 M3 front bumper
and side mirrors. The look has been finished
with xenon headlights, foglights and Euro
LED rear lights. 

The E46 retained its rare and much-loved
factory fern green colour throughout, but
Chase said he is now likely to wrap the car
every two years or so in the pursuit of
continuous evolution. You see the first result
of that here with a striking Arlon’s Matte
Aztec Bronze hue. “I kept failing to find a
colour that met my qualifications of being
entirely different and yet somehow at home
on a BMW,” Chase said. The bronze colour
had just been debuted on a West Coast car,
so Chase snapped up this early opportunity

and enlisted Designer Wraps to do a
comprehensive job. “It wrapped the door
jams, removed all the bumpers, doors, trunk
and hood to wrap every last corner: it’s a
seamless wrap that most people assume to
be paint,” he explained. 

The current DPE R16 wheel choice only
arrived after three previous efforts: one set
by VMR and two previous DPE attempts.
The 19” R16s finally appealed most to
Chase’s visual awareness. “They combine
the traditional mesh styling with a unique
boutique flair,” he said. “DPE designed the
wheel to the exact spec, finish and offset we
needed, incorporating brushed metal, a
polished lip and shining rivets as a nod to
more classical European race wheels.”

Behind these rest Rotora 355mm discs
clamped by six-piston and four-piston
callipers (thanks to custom brackets) which
offer the visual boost required to match the
E46’s exterior. Chase said M3 items would
have sufficed from an anchor’s perspective,

but not visually. As for the suspension,
Chase said the Bilstein PSS9 coilovers were
a no-brainer due to their adjustability, and
describes them as phenomenal. They don’t
half help the car sit well, too. 

“The car looked the part, sounded fast and
certainly was unique at that point,” Chase
said. “But it wasn’t ‘done’ so this is where the
motor work came into place.” Getting into
the oily bits is never cheap, but Chase
secured sponsorship from RRT Racing and
Active Autowerke and their combined
expertise helped find about 430hp and just
shy of 300lb ft, both at the rear wheels. 

This makes it, unless others in the E46
world are keen to correct us, the most
powerful 328Ci in existence. Sure, the 328
engine was only used in 1999 and 2000 and
the Coupé version for just a part of that –
and naturally there are higher horsepower
330s – but we shouldn’t take anything away
from Chase’s substantial power gains. “In
this motor we are effectively pushing its

“The beauty of a car’s
exterior results from

striking lines, symmetry
and above all else, a

sense of balance”

Stunning, custom 19” DPE R16s feature brushed
aluminium faces, shiny bolts and hyper polished lips
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limits to effectively double the output to the
wheels,” he said.

Active Autowerke’s Stage 2.5 supercharger
system using a Rotrex unit appealed due to
the setup’s independent oil cooling system to
allay excessive heat fears. Chase said from
the outset RRT Racing was confident it could
create a performance experience to match
the visuals of the car. “It took the most
menacing aftermarket parts available,
coupled them to a beauty pageant queen and
kept the engineering genius available from
the factory ECU,” Chase enthused.

The supercharger is backed up by a
Bimmerbrakes racing exhaust manifold,
AEM methanol injection and a slew of
internals RRT used to toughen up the 2.8-
litre. A lot of work was involved, with both
the intercooler piping and manifold
requiring custom welding, while a new
exhaust system was fabricated and virtually
every sensor, seal, hose and pulley had to be
replaced with new or aftermarket items. 

Such builds rarely come without
problems. Chase said some of the BMW
factory parts weren’t able to withstand the
pressures, temperatures and power levels,
including the factory radiator cracking, the
power steering assembly’s pulley shearing
off the housing, coil packs failing, the clutch
and flywheel dying, all the oxygen sensors
burning out and leaking seals. Happily,
however, they were all resolved by RRT’s
expertise, something Chase said was
incredible throughout.

Clearly the interior was not going to
escape attention. At first Chase added E46
M3 black leather seats and custom two-tone
black and tan door panels, alongside some
tasteful Hamann touches. Nice as this was, it
couldn’t match the rest of the E46’s
eccentricities. The cabin is now a stunning
place to behold: the roll-cage and Status
Racing Icon seats dominate the view, but the
superb finish and choice of colours for the
front and back seat areas show incredible

attention to detail. For example, check out
the E46 M3 multi-function steering wheel
and retrofit Z8 push button start –
something Chase said was something of a
pain with the custom wiring involved.

Bagging Sony as a sponsor also ensured a
tasty entertainment install, with Chase
saying the Nintendo 64 unit is his favourite
old-skool part of the build, meaning he and
his passengers can enjoy the likes of Mario

Kart and Goldeneye during long road trips.
This E46 build has been an incredible

journey for Chase, and is an example of how
dedication to your craft can reap rewards. It
also shows how one person can inspire so
many thanks to the incredible online
resources available to us these days. The
328Ci will forever be a feature in Chase’s
garage he says, principally due to the history
the two share. “It’s far more than a fast, fun
car as it embodies a decade worth of
memories through friendships and
adventures,” he enthused ●

ENGINE: 2.8-litre straight-six M52B28, Active Autowerke
Stage 2.5 supercharger system using a Rotrex
supercharger running 10.5psi, Active Autowerke Stage 3
intercooler system and oil cooler, RRT Racing custom
intercooler piping, BimmerBrakes racing exhaust 
manifold, RRT Racing custom exhaust system, Xionsville
Racing cooling system and radiator, AEM methanol
injection system

TRANSMISSION: Five-speed manual with 600hp-rated
JB Racing Stage 3 clutch and flywheel combination 

CHASSIS: 8.5x19” (front) and 10x19” (rear) DPE R16
wheels with brushed aluminium faces and hyper polished
lips with 225/35 (front) and 265/30 (rear) Dunlop Potenza
tyres. Bilstein PSS9 coilover suspension system, Rotora GT
Racing Big Brake Kit with 355mm cross-drilled and slotted

discs all-round with custom painted six-piston calipers
(front) and four-pistons calipers (rear), stainless steel brake
lines, Rogue Engineering shock mounts, Horsepower Freaks
subframe reinforcement kit, carbon fibre front strut brace

EXTERIOR: Vorsteiner GT-R Racing bonnet and GTS3
Racing lip, dual sided carbon fibre Hamann GT-R side
skirts, customised SRS-Tec carbon rear bumper, AC
Schnitzer three-piece spoiler, retrofit E46 M3 front bumper
and side mirrors, retrofit xenon headlights, foglights and
European LED rear lights, Arlon’s Matte Aztec Bronze vinyl
wrap by Designer Wraps

INTERIOR: Status Racing Icon front seats in leather and
Alcantara with carbon fibre backing, custom anodised
bracketing, Status Racing harnesses, Raven Engineering
roll-cage, E46 M3 multi-function steering wheel, custom

two-tone door panels and rear bench, Z8 push button start
system, Hamann complete custom interior consisting of
pedal set, signature floor mats, door sills, gear knob and
handbrake, ProSport PSI and AFR gauges with AFE gauge
cluster, carbon fibre BMW emblems heads-up display, roll-
cage -mounted fire extinguisher

ICE: Sony 7.5-inch HD head unit/display, four Sony
amplifiers and two subwoofers, boot-mounted Sony PS3 

THANKS: Family, friends, Timeless Motor Group
(www.timelessmotorgroup.com), RRT Racing,
e46fanatics.com, Tuner Evolution, KU Connection, Carlisle
Events, Euro Pros, Los Customs, Meguiar’s, Status Racing,
Active Autowerke, Designer Wraps, Michelle, Rotora, KC
Image, Sony Toyo Tires, Vorsteiner, ModBargains, AEM
Electronics, P3 Cars 

DATA FILE

Active Autowerke Stage 2.5 supercharger kit and supporting
mods make 430whp; Vorsteiner carbon bonnet looks spectacular
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TELEPHONE: 0208 561 1818
MOBILE: 07831 10 30 30

Unit 8-9 Alpha Industrial Estate, Clayton Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 1BB

B
W

AUTO REPAIRS

ECU TUNING          EQUIPMENT & DIAGNOSTICS
FOR CONTINENTAL CARS

TRAINED BMW TECHNICIAN WITH
MORE THAN 29 YEARS EXPERIENCE

INDEPENDENT BMW SPECIALISTS

CUSTOM MADE TUNING FILES, MORE POWER, MORE TORQUE, BETTER MPG SAVE FUEL, SAVE MONEY ON FUEL BILLS

●  Workshop Facilities with service and repairs.

●  Main dealer coding, programming, diagnostics,
tools & alot more.

●  DPF (Diesel Partical Filter) removal from exhaust 
system and from cars software - from £450 (track use only).

●  BMW ECU’s repairs and replacement ECU’s.

●  We supply NOS bottle re-filling.

●  First company in the UK to remap F Series 
BMW cars through the OBD socket.

We can supply engine ECUs without EWS/
immobiliser free ECUs

M3, M5, M6 engines ECU conversions allowing
these engines to be fitted into other cars

Alpha N remaps M3, M5 and Z4M from £400

E60 M5 WORTEC ELECTRONIC
SWITCHABLE TONE 

SPORTS EXHAUST SYSTEM 
CAT BACK £2175

F10 M5 F11/F12 M6

60-70 bhp upgrade

& gearbox tuning

£1298

SEARCH FORBWCHIPTUNEON YOU TUBE

Water damagedor burnt outECU’s?We can repairthem!

REMAPS
Petrol 1996-2002....................................................... £200-325
Petrol 2003 onwards................................................ £300-375
Diesel 1996-2002 ...................................................... £250-325
Diesel 2003-2006.................................................... £300-£345
Diesel 2007-2008.................................................... £355-£395
Diesel 2009-2011.................................................... £375-£495
E92 2008 M3 plus 25bhp & 30nm of torque.............£399
E60 M5 ................................................................................... £399
E46 M3 20bhp..................................................................... £300

We now have our own tuning dealers across the UK, abroad and mobile.
Tuning Dealers - Opportunities available for other BMW, Audi, Seat,
Skoda, VW, Mercedes, Land Rover specialists. Ring to find out more.

bw switch flasher

BW SWITCH FLASHER
You read your cars ECU data, Email it to
us, we make your tuned file, you write
flash the tuned file to the car, you can 
then switch from 
original to power 
to eco mpg tunes 
in a flash!!! Can be 
used for removing 
DPF Software.

PERFORMANCE TUNING

M5 TUNING POWER GRAPH 
BEFORE AND AFTER RE-MAP

WORKSHOP FACILITIES M3 & M4 TUNING

PERFORMANCE REMAPS
ON 2015 BMW CARS

AUTOREPAIRS.CO.UK

ONE OF THE OLDEST 
AUTOLOGIC USERS
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ords: Daniel Bevis  Photos: Kevin Raekelboom

P
oker, to those who understand it, is the great leveller. Sure,

on paper it sounds pretty dry – a card game firmly

grounded in probability, in which the winner is determined

by the combinations and ranks of the cards they hold… oh,

but it’s so much more than that. Characterised by the

inevitable betting that accompanies it, it’s best played in dark, smoky

rooms by a cast of characters that include a shifty guy with an

eyepatch, a high-rolling Texan in a linen suit and Stetson, an East

End wide boy, a jilted bride, and a variety of roustabouts who have

nothing to lose but their rolls of twenties. It’s as much about reading

one another’s tells and outmanoeuvring your opponents in a cerebral

arena of conflict as it is about which actual cards you’re dealt. 

So what would happen if you were to apply this brutal, no-

compromise, no-quarter approach to the building of a project car?

Come with us as we analyse a machine as red and black as those

playing card emblems…

When it comes to laying down his

aired-out E91 wagon, Swiss tuner Buni

Seferi isn’t afraid to show his hand…
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It doesn’t take a psychologist to deduce thatthe ace of hearts is the more emotional ofthe quartet. Led by want and wanton desire,it creates feelings of yearning, squalls ofpassion and it’s frequently allowed to rule
the head. It’s also a song by Chris Rea, but we can
probably skip over that for now. And so the sensible
3 Series Touring began to find itself adorned with
little love bites here and there, keenly fondled into
place as Buni’s enthusiasm grew. Behold, thecarbon-fibre accents that are sprinkled variously

across the shimmering form; the sleek tailgate
spoiler, the front bumper inserts (repositioned
closer to the ground to give the shape a moreTarmac-hugging stance), and that carbon-fibre

roofskin that’s not so much a love bite as a full-on
snog with oodles of tongue. The headlights are
tinted as if to indicate how the lustful ace ofhearts is batting her saucy eyelashes towardthe other suits. And so it’s time for us toprogress to the next ace along the line…

This is the sensible suit. The club is the only
symbol of the four that could actually be
usefully employed as a tool. (Oh wait, no,
the spade is a better tool, isn’t it? But we’ve
got something more interesting reserved for

that, you’ll see.) It’s also the name of a DC Comics
supervillain, which implies that the club is
inherently underwritten by a streak of cold,
calculating logic.

It’s the ace of clubs that Swiss owner Buni Seferi
was channelling when he bought the base car for
this project: an E91 335d. Using the left side of his
brain – the rational hemisphere, as you know – he
set about ticking the points off his list that would
ensure reliability, day-to-day practicality, frugality,
and honest overall usability. It’s for this reason that
he’s ended up with a cavernous estate car, which
has a diesel engine and an automatic gearbox. The
interior has been left largely as BMW intended, and
enjoys the benefits of its bells-and-whistles
Professional audio system. So far, so
sensible. Ah, but now the romantic flushes
of lipstick red come into play…
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Diamonds, as the old saying goes, are a girl’s

best friend. They’re also formed by the

application of astonishing force and heat

upon carbon-laden minerals – which, if you

replace minerals with organisms, means that

diamonds are basically the same as petrol, or diesel.

Sort of. And our modern obsession with machines

powered by such fuels has led to a wide variety of

trends and scenes – you know this, that’s why you’re

reading Performance BMW rather than Knitting

Realm – and it’s the stance scene that Buni chose to

tap into. His E91 soon found itself artfully adorned

with a bespoke air-ride setup from BS Carstyling; a

system that uses Bilstein PSS 10 coilovers as a base

and throws HP Drivetech hardware into the mix to

get the 335d sitting on the floor. A key complement

to this psssht-up-psssht-down jiggery-pokery is the

choice of rollers that sit beneath those newly earth-

bound arches. What Buni’s opted for here is a rather

spiffy set of 18” Porsche Turbo split-rims – 9” wide

at the front, and a seam-busting 12” out back –

which have been spaced out with millimetric

precision to ensure that when the wagon’s aired out,

the rear arch lip sits precisely between wheel rim

and tyre – an aesthetic that speaks of endless time

spent measuring and remeasuring. Get the maths

wrong, things get clattered. It’s all very neat. And

speaking of neat, check out the tidy boot install –

the hardlines look like the outside of the

Pompidou Centre

And with all of this aesthetic mischief going

on, let’s stride purposefully toward the final

ace of the deck…
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Admit it, you read ‘The Ace of Spades’ in a Motörhead voice,didn’t you? Impossible not to. And that’s entirely correct, for theace of spades is the malevolent card, the simmering yin to theheart’s cheery yang. This is the ace that led Buni to dip a toeinto the waters of naughtiness, an unsuspecting riptide of evilpulling him in deep. That’s why the car looks the way it does.You’ll notice that the Touring is rocking a rather more aggressive set ofhips ’n’ haunches than the average. The reason for this is that Buni andhis cronies at the Solothurn garage where they ply their trade have putno small amount of blood, sweat and tears (probably literally) intototally reworking the car’s sheet-metal and plastics. We’re talking a fullM3 conversion: bumpers, bonnet, widened wings, mirrors, the wholeshebang. It’s a fastidiously detailed and skilfully executed conversion,leaving pedestrian observers in no doubt that this is something ratherangrier than your humdrum 3 Series estate. This thing’s a little bit scary.And, as you’ll be unsurprised to learn, this canter on the wild sideinevitably led to a casual walkabout in Horsepower Park as well. Bunimay have opted for a diesel model but the 335d is no slouch – in stockform it offers a pretty handy 286hp, which retro car-o-philes will nerdilytell you in the pub is the same as 007’s Aston Martin DB5. The influenceof the ace of spades saw Buni reflashing the ECU, as well as fitting aWagner intercooler and custom stainless steel turbo-back exhaust –with M3-alike tails to complete the look – which now all leads up to apositively lascivious 362hp (as much as an early Lamborghini Countach,thanks pub nerd). That practical, sensible mentality dictated by the aceof clubs is given a fresh new dimension – after all, what could be morepractical than chalking ‘more than enough’ onto the power column ofyour own personal Top Trumps card?Now, a pedant might argue that the highest-ranking hand in poker isa straight flush – five consecutive cards in the same suit. But where’sthe artistry in that? There are 40 possible combinations of straightflush, whereas holding four aces is something only one person can do.And it’s that winning combination of craft and uniqueness that makesthis M3-converted 335d Touring so compelling – it’s a wildcard, amaverick, a jarring combination of some quite distinct and separatewants and ideals, fused together into a glorious whole. What ourSwiss chum has pulled together here is an ingenious mix ofpractical load-lugger ability, classy appointments, brutalaesthetics, and show-winning finish. And with a hand like that,he’s got no reason to bluff ●

ENGINE & TRANSMISSION:
M57TU2D30 3.0-litre straight-six
turbo-diesel, remapped, turbo-back
stainless steel exhaust, Wagner
intercooler, 362hp, six-speed
automatic gearbox

CHASSIS: 9x18” (front) and
12x18” (rear) Porsche Turbo
split-rims, 225/40 (front) and
255/35 (rear), custom HP
Drivetech air-ride with
Bilstein PSS 10 coilovers,
stock brakes

EXTERIOR: Full M3
body conversion, rear wings
40mm wider, carbon-fibre
roof/spoiler/antenna/lowered
bumper inserts, 
tinted headlights 

INTERIOR: Standard, 
BMW Professional audio

DATA FILE
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Tel:  020  8561 9485
Email: support@caraudiosecurity.com

Bilton Way, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 3NF  5 minutes from Heathrow - Ample Customer Parking - Full Fitting Service Available - UK & European Delivery

4-Way Manual Air 

Management Kits

Prices From

Digital AutoPilot

V2 Kits
Prices From

£2199.00  £1699.00£2199.00  £1699.00

4
M

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
Full Fitting Service Available

UK & European Trade Enquiries Welcome
We Have Air Ride Fitting Centres Across The UK

Kits Available For Most VW, BMW, Seat & Audi Cars
Superior Air Suspension Kits Made In The USA  

The UK’s No1Car Audio &AirRide Dealer

0% Finance

Now 
Available

AirLift Your

Car From £150 

Per MonthEasy Application Process 

Decisions Made In Seconds

caraudiosecurity
.com
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C
ompromise is a concept that
sits more happily with some
than others. This is often driven
by necessity, of course – if
you’re a one-car family, your

stance project or urban street racer may
need back seats and a big boot; if your
slammed retro Beemer carries you on a
lengthy commute, you might throw a diesel
in it. Everybody finds their own path.

But if you can afford yourself the luxury of
focus, you can build something truly
uncompromising, as Daniel Pierrez has with
his E92 M3: “My daily driver is a 2003 325i, so
that’s the sensible one – I built this car purely
for the track,” he explains. It shows, and it
helps that Daniel’s a US Army weapons
engineer – it’s not in his nature to mess about.

Indeed, the engineering of this particular
weapon is something he hasn’t taken at all
lightly, the S65 V8 now proudly boasting a
shiny ESS supercharger which boosts peak
power to a really quite serious 640hp – and
it’s not all about the supercar-embarrassing
horsepower, it’s a holistic package to
dominate on track. But before we get into all
that, let’s do a little digging into its genesis…

“I came from a JDM background,” Daniel
admits. “My first car was a ’91 Honda Civic

hatchback, which I followed with a Civic
Coupé, Acura RS-X Type S and an Acura TL
Type S before I got my first BMW, an E93 M3
Convertible.” It’s clear to see the Bavarian
bug bit though, as if it burrowed right into the
centre of his brain’s decision-making lobe.

“I’ve been interested in BMWs since my
youth, but could never afford one,” he says.
“What makes the marque so special to me is
what it represents: BMW owners have a
sense of pride and acceptance that’s just so
unique. So when I bought my E93 it was a
sort of trophy – a tribute to what I’d
accomplished in life.” He didn’t rest on his
laurels – those tentative steps into BMW
ownership developed into a sprint, with
the car receiving a supercharger, Dinan
exhaust, Rays Volks and CSL
aesthetics, immediately winning
Performance BMW’s heart with his
enthusiasm and attention to
detail. And he was only just
getting started.

“I knew that the next build had to
be purely for the track,” he says,
giving those last two words the
gravitas of a man who knows
his way around a circuit or
two. “So I ordered a brand-

When he decided to build a track weapon, Daniel Pierrez
bought himself a boxfresh E92 and strapped a

supercharger to it. And then he got a bit carried away…
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ENGINE & TRANSMISSION: 4.0-litre V8 S65B40,
ESS VT-2 625 supercharger, Dinan stainless steel
exhaust (including x-pipe/de-cat), six-speed manual
’box. 640hp, 380lb ft of torque 

CHASSIS: 9.5x18” ET22 (front) and 10.5x18” ET27
(rear) custom-painted APEX EC-7 wheels with 275/35
(front) and 285/35 (rear) Hankook RS-3 tyres, Öhlins
R&T coilovers, StopTech big brake kit ST60/ST40, Motul
Racing brake fluid, Project Mu race pads, Vorshlag
camber plates, Vorshlag 90mm extended studs, RD
Sport front and rear sway bars, Challenge rear toe arms 

INTERIOR: Rear seat delete, AE Performance 
roll-cage, BMW Performance steering wheel, Rennline
pedals with heel-and-toe extension, Recaro Sportster
CS seats, Schroth Quick-Fit Pro harnesses, custom-
stitched suede trim 

EXTERIOR: APR front splitter, Voltex Type 1 rear wing,
Exotics Tuning GT3 front spoiler, side skirts, rear diffuser
and diffuser extensions

THANKS: I’d like to thank my pit crew chief Kat and
pit crew Sal, Omar and Jay, my family at AutoCouture
Motoring and extended family in MD and the NJMP
Team for their support. Special thanks to my sponsors
APR, Exotics Tuning and AutoCouture Motoring

DATA FILE
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new and last-order 2013 E92 M3 Coupé from
Prestige BMW early in 2013; it was on my
driveway by June, and I got into the project
straight away.” Wasting no time, he drove the
thing straight up to Bimmerfest at the Cal
Ripken Stadium in Maryland to get a few
ideas, then took it right to a local track to
see what it was made of, before opening up
the bonnet and bolting the ESS supercharger
in there. All within a week or two of taking
delivery of his brand-new car. Seriously, this

man’s drive and carpe diem attitude makes
us all shuffle our feet a little that

we’re not able to sustain that
kind of pace – Mr.

Pierrez doesn’t deal
in empty

promises,
every

moment is an all-out assault on his withering
to-do list.

From then on, he continued to
belligerently thumb his nose at the concept
of a dealer warranty by splitting his time
between unbolting various bits and bolting
in other ones at home, and at what he calls
his ‘second home’, AutoCouture Motoring.
“The plan was always to get a usable amount
of power that was constant, reliable and
smooth,” he says, which explains the
supercharger, “and it had to be all my own
work. So I did it DIY-style, with AutoCouture
verifying everything for me to ensure that it
was all safe and correct.” One of the key
benefits of working on a brand-new car, and
combining it with proven, quality, top-shelf
suppliers such as ESS, is that you’re unlikely
to hit many unexpected obstacles, and that
was the case with this build – Daniel was
able to spanner it all together with the
minimum of heartache, get the a-okay from
AutoCouture, then get the thing out on track
and just put his damn foot down.

Naturally, there’s more to building a track
car than just bolting in a thudding great
blower – you need to take a holistic view.
And fear not, our laser-sighted protagonist
was on the case. As well as ramping up the
power exponentially (with the ’charger ably

aided by a full stainless Dinan de-cat
system), it was important to ensure that it
could all be reined in again; as such, you’ll

find a beefy StopTech caliper at each

corner – ST60s up front, ST40s out back.
And that legendary M3 handling? That’s all
very well for an all-rounder, but let’s not
forget Daniel’s feelings toward the concept
of compromise… The stock dampers were
unceremoniously junked in favour of a set of
state-of-the-art Öhlins coilovers, while a
combination of Vorshlag camber plates, RD
Sport sway bars and Challenge rear toe arms
mean that there’s just the right mix of
adjustability, agility and feedback to make a
truly effective circuit missile.

Daniel’s gone to great lengths to ensure
that the right parts have been variously
added or deleted, leading to a purposeful
aesthetic that we shall choose to call ‘grid
look’. It looks, frankly, phenomenal – the
combination of functional aero parts, well-
chosen rims and low-slung gait make it a
menacing and brutally gorgeous thing,
although this is all really just a by-product of
engineering the thing to work well on track.
It looks good because it’s been built right.

“For the wheels, I wanted something that
was primarily light weight and track
efficient, but also stylish,” says Daniel. See
how he’s shuffling his priorities into order?
“The styling I decided for the car was heavily
influenced by on-track performance, with
taste in mind. My favourite modification to
the car is the aggressive aerodynamics; it
represents so much. I look at it as an
achievement of style and performance!”

Well, you certainly can’t argue with that.
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BMW owners have a sense 

pride and acceptance
that’s just so unique

Combining neatly with those custom-painted
APEX EC-7 18s, we find a jutting APR front
splitter, a Voltex Type 1 rear spoiler, and a
variety of goodies from Exotics Tuning
including the rear diffuser and diffuser
extensions, side skirts, and front spoiler.
None of this is for out-and-out show, it’s all
about helping the M3 to scythe through the
air with streamlined efficiency, wrapping up
that hammering torque inside a Teflon bullet.

Okay, it’s not so much a bullet as a guided
missile, really – and that meat-based
guidance system needs an appropriate office
in which to conduct its affairs, doesn’t they?
“I thought long and hard about the interior
design, and worked with several connections
to get exactly what I wanted,” Daniel assures
us. “Every modification to my interior is
related and themed around flow; from the
suede material to the touches of red that
come from the exterior colour.” Those
Recaro CS seats you keep seeing in Golfs
and TTs at stance meets? Turns out they’re
not just for show – they make pretty darned
effective track buckets, and here they’re

paired with Schroth harnesses, hanging
artfully from a sizable AE Performance roll-
cage; the rear seats are long gone. Beneath
Daniel’s feet are a set of Rennline pedals
with heel-and-toe extensions, just to eke out
a couple more tenths.

It’s all been worth it, as you might hope.
The E92 sees regular use at such venues as
the New Jersey Motorsports Park, Summit
Point’s Shenandoah Circuit, Virginia
International Raceway, Pocono Raceway,
and the iconic Watkins Glen. “The most fun
moment in the car so far was hands-down at
Summit Point Motorsports Park in West
Virginia,” he enthuses. “I participated in a
track event on Shenandoah Circuit;
Shenandoah is a 2.2-mile road course that
contains a dimensional replica of the
Nordschleife’s famous banked Karussell
turn, complete with 20 degrees of banking
and 22 total turns. Many people doubted 
that my M3 could outperform smaller, more
agile cars, and that day I proved everyone
wrong and dominated the track. It was a
proud moment!”

The relentless modification machine
surges ever onwards; you didn’t think Daniel
would be able to sit still, did you? No, he has
bigger and brighter plans for 2015. “I’m going
to be competing in NASA Time Trials next,”
he grins (that’s NASA as in ‘National Auto
Sport Association’, rather than ‘National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’, he’s
not ready to take the M3 into orbit just yet –
although who knows what the future may
hold…?), “and I’ll be fitting an OS Giken
clutch-type LSD and upgrading the engine oil
heat exchanger. And beyond that, who
knows? More weight reduction, more power,
a bigger cage, some centre-lock wheels?
You’ll just have to wait and see…”

One thing’s for sure, it won’t be hard to
find him. Having shown his E92 all over the
Eastern seaboard and beyond, as well as
spending enough time on track at a wide
variety of venues to border on the obsessive,
this is one driver that really likes to get out
and about. This evolution of Daniel’s
weaponised M3 is only the beginning. The
man just can’t help himself ●
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• SUPERCHARGING SPECIALISTS
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CARBON FIBRE PRODUCTS 
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Autosport International
NEC, Birmingham, UK
www.autosportinternational.com

Essen Techno Classica
Essen, Germany
www.siha.de
MFest 2015
Las Vegas, USA
www.mfestforum.com
German Prestige Car Show
Donington Park, UK
www.classicshows.org
Tuning World Bodensee
Friedrichshafen, Germany
www.tuningworldbodensee.de

15-19

M
AY

Wörthersee 2015
Reifnitz am Wörthersee, Austria
www.wortherseetreffen.at
Southern Wörthersee
Helen, Georgia, USA
www.southernworthersee.com
Bimmers of Sweden
Mantorp Park, Mantorp, Sweden
www.bimmersofsweden.se
Bimmerfest 16
Pasadena, California, USA
www.bimmerfest.com

13-16

15-17

22-23

TBA

Players Classic
The Goodwood Estate, West Sussex, UK
www.players-show.com
German & VAG Car Show
Billing Aquadrome, Northampton, UK
www.activeshows.co.uk
Goodwood Festival of Speed
The Goodwood Estate, West Sussex, UK
www.goodwood.co.uk
Eurokracy
Napierville, Quebec, Canada
www.eurokracy.com
BimmerFest Europe
Venlo, The Netherlands
www.bimmerfest.eu
www.facebook.com/BimmerFestEurope
Deutsch Connection 15
www.deutschconnection.com

13

13-14

25-28

27

TBA

TBA

JU
NE

FE
BR

UA
RY

20-22

8-11

Race Retro
Stoneleigh Park, Coventry, UK
www.raceretro.com
EuroJam 2015
Orlando Festival Park, Orlando, FL, USA
www.eventbrite.com

21

18-19

27

30 Apr
-3 May

EVENTS
DIARY
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SoCal Vintage
www.socalvintagebmw.com
SIGFest 2014
Fort Lee, New Jersey, USA
www.sigfest.com

TBA

NO
VE

M
BE

R

Ultimate Stance
Telford International Centre, Telford, UK
www.ultimate-stance.co.uk
SEMA Show
Las Vegas, USA
www.semashow.com
Essen motor show
Essen, Germany
www.essen-motorshow.de

1

SE
PT
EM

BE
R

Trax Performance Show 2015
Silverstone Circuit, UK
www.traxshows.co.uk
LowCollective Show
Stonham Barns, Stonham Aspal, UK
www.lowcollective.com
H2O International
Ocean City, Maryland, USA
www.h2ointernational.com
Santa Pod BMW Show
Santa Pod Raceway, Bedfordshire, UK
www.bmwshow.co.uk
Big SoCal Euro Gathering
San Diego, California, USA
www.big-euro.com/
Crail German Invasion
Crail Airfield, Crail, Scotland
www.crailraceway.co.uk
Forge Action Day
Castle Combe, Wiltshire, UK
www.castlecombecircuit.co.uk
Players Show
North Weald Airfield, Essex, UK
www.players-show.com

13

25-27

DE
CE

M
BE

R

TBA

TBA

AU
GU

ST

Bimmerfest East
Aberdeen, Maryland, USA
www.bimmerfest.com
Gaydon BMW festival
Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, UK
www.bmwcarclubgb.co.uk

TBA

TBA

3-6

27

6

28 Nov
-6 Dec

TBA

JU
LY

Gatebil Main Event
Rudskogen Motorpark, Norway
www.gatebil.no
Waxstock
www.waxstock.com

10-12

26

TBA

TBA
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T
he North Carolina E30 Group has
been coming together since 2008
to unite a niche group of local
E30 enthusiasts. It has held
numerous events to bring people

together, but one has always stood out;
Oktoberfest. With an ever-growing number
of members, the event has kept growing
with it and for 2014, the sixth annual meet,
the club added a track day to the traditional
overnight camping.

On a quiet October morning, the peaceful
silence of Altamahaw, NC was broken by the
Bavarian roar, as E30 after E30 began rolling
on to the oval track of the Ace Speedway; a

0.4-mile track with 12-degree banking,
quickly repurposed into an autocross layout
with plenty of places to slide. A few test
runs and safety inspections later, the classic
Germans began to line up at the start line.

Even though the plan was to organise the
group into session runs, with only 20 E30s in
attendance, that plan was quickly abandoned
and people took advantage of the endless
runs, with some people having as many 
as 50. Some people dodged cones, while
some chose to spin tyres and put together
some impressive slides. After a lunch break
and yet more runs, it was time for the
speedsters to take off and meet up with 

the rest of the club at the park…
For the third year in a row, the North

Carolina E30 Group rolled into Hagan-Stone
Park, in Pleasant Garden, NC in a beautiful
convoy. As some of the members were
already at the camp ground setting up, it
wasn’t long until all of the tents were raised
and the fire pit was lit. As the clouds cleared
up, food hit the grill and, beer bottles
uncapped, members shared tales of their
E30 quests. Regulars were sharing stories
from the past year and newcomers were
sharing their E30 journeys as an
introduction. Some members were even up
all night swapping E30 tales!

NCE30Oktoberfest
Fine weather, great roads and a load of E30s – the NCE30 Oktoberfest sounds like our kind of BMW bash.
Words: Art Magitman  Photos: Richard Springs, Jackson de Oliveira, Katherine Bright
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As the sun began to rise on the Saturday
morning, many members were ready for the
breakfast drive and as yet another convoy,
the club headed to a local breakfast diner for
some coffee and hangover waffles. 

Winding country roads and cool morning
air made for an amazing drive after
breakfast, so the group took a detour to the
Mecca of E30 in North America – Korman
Autoworks. Because it was a weekend, and
as such no customers, there was time for a
short photoshoot before the group hit the
road to get back to camp for the main show
and the official Oktoberfest luncheon.

By the time the club rolled back in, the
E30 count had risen to 40 and with that it
was time to kick off the Oktoberfest show.  It
wasn’t long until bratwursts and burgers hit
the grill and beer sponsor, Hoots Beer Co,
tapped a couple of pony-kegs. Luckily the
day was sunny and warm, which encouraged
group members and park visitors alike to
take their time wandering around the E30s to
marvel the classic lines and tasteful

modifications. Hoods were popped, engines
were revved, and all sounds were evaluated
by committees of enthusiasts around every
vehicle. While everyone had clearly put a lot
of time and effort into their pride and joys, a
few stood out from the crowd and at the end
of the day, the club chose seven show
winners for the best E30s of the weekend.

But that wasn’t the end of the festivities.
As the sun began to fall and temperatures
began to drop, the fire was lit once again and
the party continued. The weekend of BMW
lifestyle ran through another night as the
seats around the fire filled and the
newcomers were no longer strangers. North
Carolina decided not to take it easy on the
show for the second night, however, and
quickly let everyone know it was October.
With temperatures nearing freezing, everyone
layered up through the night and no one was
keen to leave their tents on Sunday morning
until the sun began to clear the tree line.

After taking down the camp, packing and
cleaning, to close out the event the

remaining few grabbed breakfast together
and said their goodbyes. With the winter
coming, it’s time for many of the members to
get back to their cold-weather projects until
their next meeting in the spring… ●
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T
he 100% Tuning show, held just
south of Amsterdam, has
continued to grow in size and
popularity over the years and
it’s pretty obvious why. Not

only is the venue itself one of the best
presented we’ve ever seen, and the city
itself is awesome, but the organisers pour
a small fortune into customising the halls
to give them their own identity and
complement the high quality metal that
turns up year-in, year-out. 

Open to all makes and models, it’s safe
to say 100% Tuning offers a little something
for every walk of modified car life, from
hot rods and low riders right through to
the latest supercar or JDM marvel, all
modified of course. With blue curtains,
purple, white and black carpet, plus some
pretty trick lighting, the halls really do set
the cars off a treat. With so much work
going into the car builds, it’s nice to see an
almost VIP style setting that shows them
off to their full potential. 
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The BMW turn-out wasn’t great, but the cars
that were there were certainly head-turners.
We spotted a camo pattern E36 with bolt-on
arch extensions and obscene camber, which
won’t be to all tastes, and a rather more
appealing bagged (we assume) E60 on some
sexy gold-centred split-rims. From the UK
came Tom Lilico with his striking Estoril Z3 on
air and colour-coded OZ Breytons, which
looked as fantastic as ever; Belgian Tom
Vandeweyer had brought along his air-ride E30
325i, which you may have spotted in our

January ’15 issue. It looked gorgeous slammed
on its BSS RSs while fellow Belgian Wesley
Plowy’s Atacama yellow E90 is another car
we’re familiar with and it is a stunning
example, with AccuAir suspension and
Vossens. Of more questionable taste were a
blue airbrushed E60 with Lambo doors and a 1
Series Coupé that looked, well, different to say
the least… Still, each to their own and at least
it shows the diversity of the European scene.

The variety of metal on display was truly
impressive, with plenty of German machines,

obviously, along with with some spectacular
low riders and big power upgrades sat
alongside outlandish audio installs. With a nice
scattering of trade stands inside, plus drifting
and other live action outside this show really
is well worth a visit. The beauty for those
exhibiting is that you can get your car inside
on the Friday, give it a clean, then leave it for
the weekend and not have to worry about it.

For those wishing to find out show results
or find more info with a view to attending in
2015 go to http://www.ahoytuning.nl ●
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O
ne show stands above all

others: the annual Speciality

Equipment Market Association

(SEMA) event is globally

accepted as the biggest and

the very best tuning show in the world, and

with the crazy city of Las Vegas playing host

every year, it’s a party that should be on

every car enthusiast’s bucket list. 

SEMA was of particular interest to BMW

fans this time around because the latest M3

and M4 models were very well represented.

Sure there were countless 2015 Ford

Mustangs, 4x4s, beautifully crafted

American muscle cars and Jap mobiles but,

as you can see from the photos, the BMW

contingent more then held their own. 

Before we’d even made it through the

entrance, it was evident that 2014 was the

year of the bolt-on wide arches. Carl Taylor’s

DTM-inspired Tic Tac-liveried Rocket Bunny

E36 was a breath of fresh air (see what we

did there ~ Ed) and sat unbelievably well on

Rotiform ROCs. Carl had convoyed down

with the blue CA Tuned E30 325i, which is

now rocking gold Rotiforms and matching

independent throttle bodies.

But it was the other Japanese styling

outfit, Liberty Walk, that dominated

proceedings with its European vehicles.

Head man, Wataru Kato, had brought along a

number of exotics, like a baby blue

Lamborghini Aventador and Ferrari 458 to

grab the headlines. The modified Lambo

spat flames and sounded sublime on the

drive out after the event, while the Ferrari

suffered an unfortunate encounter when the

driver of a huge, high-lift 4x4 failed to see

the low-slung 458 in front of him and

crunched into the back of it in front of the

crowds. Get on to YouTube and take a look.

While it was those two vehicles stealing

the SEMA plaudits, carefully positioned

Liberty Walk E92s, F80s and F82s

throughout the exhibition halls displayed

more real world and attainable styling

options. There’s no doubt that if you want to

make an impact, these are the hottest kits to

go for right now. LT Motorwerks were

behind a number of the cars on show, but

Despite being a multi-marque tuning

show, a good number of the hottest 

cars at SEMA this year were BMWs. 

Here we review the stand out builds…

Words: Andy Basoo  Photos: Brad Sillars & Andy Basoo S
F31 Tourer on awesome HRE

footwear had matching trailer

carrying a retro BMW bike

★★★★★★★★★★★★
★★★★★★★★★★★★

★★★★★★★★★
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SEMA
THESTARS OF

The five stages of producing some

of the industry’s finest wheels

★★★★★★★★★★★★★
★★★★★★★★★★★★★

★★★★★★★★★★★★★
★★★
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wheel barrels and cage finished the build offperfectly. At an event full of wide-arches, itssimplicity shone through.
As far as trends go, air suspension wasbig at SEMA. Air Lift, AirREX, AccuAir,everyone was running air suspension, or asimple lift kit at least. In the States, airwould now appear to be the favoured way toget your car low. Is the technology here tostay or will coilovers win over againeventually? We’ll just have to wait and see.Another aspect of modifying that stoodout was the budget people reserved forwheels. The majority of cars at SEMA sat onforged wheels, most of which are

manufactured in the States, so prices aremore affordable. But, there are a growingnumber of UK distributors for such high-endrims, so we should see prices getting morecompetitive in the coming years. It wouldalso be nice to see UK manufacturers gettingon board with the styles and trendscurrently taking over the tuning world.So that was SEMA 2014; another year,another eye-popping event. We’ll be doingeverything within our power to be therenext year and we hope you do the same! ●

we wonder if the wide, exposed bolt-on archlook will take off over here in the UK? CarlShakespeare’s Liberty Walk E92 has alreadygone down a storm on our shores andunderstandably so. Interestingly, it also sitsbetter than a lot of the cars we saw atSEMA. It just shows that StillStatic, thecompany that sourced and set up the specialH&R suspension on the car really knowswhat it’s doing. If you’re wanting to run lowwith excellent driveability, StillStatic is thefirm to get in touch with.
On the subject of H&R, we also couldn’tget enough of the yellow and blue TurnerMotorsport GTD-spec Z4 on the suspensioncompany’s stand. Built on the sameproduction line as the road-going Z4, thisversion is powered by a 515hp P65 V8 with515lb ft of torque and features a rigidchassis and carbon fibre panels. It’s theultimate race weapon.

Quite possibly our favourite car of SEMA,though, was iND’s staggeringly beautiful F80M3. The Yas Marina 3 Series took pride ofplace on the Falken stand and sat lookingstunning on staggered HRE wheels. Thecontrasting Falken green mirrors, inner

Chelsea DeNofa’s E46
looked like it was fresh

out of the drift arena

The RX10 from
RSV Forged was

one of our
favourite new

wheel designs at
SEMA. It’d look

stunning on just
about anything.
The Retro R1 is

also a looker

Loving this new
wheel design from

Rota. It’s sure to be a
hit with E30 owners

when Rare Rims start
stocking them

This design from
Verde Custom Wheels
claimed the runner-up

prize for ‘SEMA Best
New Wheel and

Related Product 2015’
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Show your love for Performance BMW with our stickers and 
keyrings. Made from white vinyl, our stickers look great on

windows, bodywork or both, while our stylish, embossed metal
keyrings are available in black on white or white on black.

z

STICKERS 

Available exclusively from www.unitymags.com

z
KEYRINGS

£4.99

£3
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Call 0871 231 1001 | Email sales@evolveautomotive.com | www.evolveautomotive.com

The largest major restriction point of the E39 M5 S62 V8 engine is the exhaust headers. The Evolve Medusa Headers are 

an equal length 4-1 design which not only allows for more power at higher RPM’s but also enhances the strong points 

of the S62 engine with gains of approximately 27 lb.ft torque from 2,000RPM and 25-30hp above 5,000RPM when part of 

the full system.

Looking for more power? Try our Evolve E39 package! Medusa Headers, ECU tune and Intake system for +55hp and +32 lb.ft.

E39 M5 4-1 MEDUSA HEADERS

an

of

WANT A QUALITY DAILY DRIVER PAD?
Try the new Ul�max 2 premium replacement pad.
✓ The world’s first and only true ECO friendly pad
✓ Great brake feel for everyday driving and
✓ A new lower price point

THREE SPORT DISC CHOICES
GD series slo�ed and dimpled (black)
for fast street, USR fine slo�ed (black)
or new high carbon BSD series BLADE
discs (silver) for fastest street and
track day use. For daily driver cars the
EBC premium OE replacement discs
are a great choice with a superb price
point and great value for money.

BRAKE PADS  Choose from grippy Greenstuff for spirited use on lighter hot hatches, 
Redstuff for fast street on medium weight cars, Yellowstuff for all out grip and track use on
lighter cars or Bluestuff for the ul�mate street and trackday pad that has set the Impreza 
and EVO community buzzing. Latest compound is the Orangestuff full race grade pads.
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TechGuide

A
sk almost anybody the function
of the oil in your engine, and
they will almost certainly reply
that the oil just lubricates the
parts within the engine to

prevent the wear that would be caused
through metal to metal contact of
components. In the past, this may have been
the case, but with the increase in specific
outputs through higher rpm, turbocharging
and supercharging, added to the requirement
of ever increasing efficiency for fuel
economy, the role of the oil has become ever
more demanding.

In the modern engine, manufacturers are
now routinely using design principles that
just a few years ago would only be seen in
ultra high performance and racing engines.

The oil in the modern four-stroke internal
combustion engine, whether it be diesel or
petrol, has to perform multiple functions
including: lubricating the moving parts;
cooling internal components such as
bearings (especially on the turbocharger
itself), valve springs and pistons; create a
seal between the piston and cylinder walls;
keep the engine clean and free from
carbonisation; and prevent rust. At the same
time it has to remain viscous enough to
enable cold starting, not burn (so that it
doesn’t damage oxygen sensors) and not
aerate to become a foam. This is a pretty tall
order for the oil and these continually
increasing requirements go a long way to
explaining the current significant cost of
good quality, high specification engine oils.

Overall, then, the lubrication system could
be considered to be an oil management
system with functions in place to help the oil
perform all the required functions to the best

Simply put, this is the method by which the oil is pressurised
and sent around the engine, to perform all the tasks that
the manufacturer has deemed fit for it.  There are two
main types here. One sits in the engine sump, drawing
oil up from a reservoir of oil sitting in the bottom of the
engine through a coarse gauze filter. This is by far the most
common type and is known as a ‘wet sump’ arrangement.

The second type is far rarer and almost exclusively used on
very high performance and racing engines. It’s called a ‘dry
sump’ arrangement and the oil pump scavenges the oil from the
sump as it drains from the engine components, returning it to a
separate oil tank, from where it then draws oil and pumps it into
the engine components. Dry sump pumps are almost always
driven externally from the engine and not positioned within the
sump. Examples include the Aston Martin V8s and BMW V10.

Whichever system is used, the pump must supply sufficient

oil delivery
to maintain the
required pressure in the
oil circuit despite designed-in
‘leaks’, such as oil spray bars/ports
in camshafts, clearances on
bearings, spray jets under
pistons and take-offs for multiple turbos. All this has to take
place in the face of ever lower viscosity oils and higher
operating temperatures.

The Oil Pump

Lubrication
System Words: Gerry Speechley

Photos: BMW

The

of its ability with the maximum efficiency,
both in production costs and fuel use.

Not everything the oil does in the engine
is beneficial as the actual presence of it
causes some components to increase in
mass due to oil coverage, causes resistance
to movement where the components have to

pass through the oil, and gets whipped and
aerated in other areas, significantly reducing
its ability as an efficient friction reducer
when pumped around the engine. So let’s
take a look at the main components of a
lubrication system, some or all of which may
be in any specific engine layout…
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Probably the most recognised component in the
lubrication system is the oil filter, formerly seen as the
spin-on type and recently being replaced with
elements only.  

Clearly functioning to filter out unwanted debris
from the lubricating oil it is, however, a compromised
component because with the ever-increasing service
intervals now being offered by manufacturers to
reduce the running costs of new cars, the new compact
filter has a typical filtering element removing particles
in the 30 to 40+ micron range, whereas it would be

preferable to filter out particles
down to five microns.  

Integrated into the filter is an oil
bypass system so that in the event of a
blocked filter, oil bypasses the filtering
element and unfiltered oil passes straight
into the engine. The problem is that if a five
micron element was adopted the filter would
block well before the service was due and then
bypass all particles back into the engine, so a
compromise has to be made. 

Simply put, the sump or oil tank is the reservoir of oil that
contains most of the oil used to supply the oil pump. There are a
lot of considerations to be made for these, however, as the
systems are not as simple as they may first appear. 

Dealing with the wet sump, we really want the oil level to be
well below the level of the crankshaft webs otherwise the
impact of the webs and con rods spinning into the oil create a
substantial resistance to the motion of the crank, causing both
power loss and aeration of the oil. Where this is unavoidable,
‘knife-edging’ the leading edge of the crank webs can greatly
reduce this effect and increase power.

The sump also needs to be baffled to restrict the oil from
surging around the sump. We do not want all of the oil at the
front of the sump during braking, at the back during
acceleration or up the side during cornering, all of which would
leave the pump pick-up drawing air and starving the engine of
its oil delivery. The oil pick-up needs to be high enough from the

base of the sump to not restrict the flow but low enough to
stay submerged in the oil during the limited surge conditions.
Oil surge is so significant that in drag race engines the oil pick-
up is at the rear of the sump, and circle track engines pick the
oil up from the  side of the sump. With some modern cars
achieving over 1G cornering ability and some aggressive 4x4
abilities, this is an important consideration.

The dry sump arrangement removes almost all of the oil in the
sump and stores it in a separate tank. This then removes the
need for a deep, high capacity sump, so allowing the installation
of the engine lower in the car, lowering the centre of gravity and
eliminating the parasitic loss from the crankshaft rotating
components, facilitating a system of de-aerating the oil through
a separator and only drawing oil from the bottom of the tank,
and allowing much larger oil capacity with none of the problems
that a large capacity wet sump would present. The only
disadvantages of the dry sump are cost, weight and complexity.

The Sump / Oil Tank

Possibly the only part of the entire
system many owners ever see is the oil
pressure light. This is often confused
with the oil level indicator that most
modern cars have abandoned. The oil
pressure light is operated by a pressure
switch in the engine and this switch is an
emergency indication that oil pressure
has dropped dangerously low on the
engine and that the engine should be
stopped and checked as soon as it is safe
to do so.  In almost all cases, continuing
to run the engine will result in its
terminal failure.

It is true, in a way, that this light is an
indication of low oil level, it just means
you don’t have any left!

As the light can be subject to switch
and bulb failure that may go unnoticed, it
is still important to check the oil level
manually, regularly, where a manual
dipstick is provided. Opinions vary as to
why certain manufacturers fail to provide
this simple method of checking oil.

The Oil Pressure
Switch

The Oil Filter

Oils used in the modern engine are blended to operate most effectively within a
range of temperatures with only limited effectiveness outside of this range. If the oil
is too cold, under 70ºC, then the engine should not be driven hard as this will cause
accelerated wear to take place and this is indicated by some BMW M models, and
even the 4.8iS BMW X5, having a variable redline depending on oil temperature. As
the engine oil temperature increases, so does the allowable engine speed. The
engine oil also supplements the ‘water’ cooling system by transferring heat away
from components internally where the water system cannot reach, such as on the
underside of the piston crown.

Excessively high temperatures, over around 130ºC, cause the oil to oxidise and
the lubricating film starts to break down. This high temperature problem has been
improved with the use of the new fully synthetic oils but the optimum oil operating
temperature is still around 95-110ºC.

In previous years, small oil to air radiator type oil coolers were plumbed in-line,
usually from the oil filter housing, although without thermostatic control, sizing the
cooler to get the correct running oil temperature was a bit of an experimental affair
with overcooling in cold weather. As an indication, you can expect to lose around
one percent hp for every 10ºC below optimum your engine oil is running at. These
types of coolers also had to be designed to be as unrestrictive as possible as it was
another restriction on the oil pump flow, unforseen by the engine’s manufacturer.

Nowadays, where manufacturers have deemed that despite the use of fully
synthetic oils, there may be conditions where an oil cooler is needed, they have
tended to use the engine cooling system water to operate as an oil to water
cooler/heater, which also has the additional benefit of helping to bring the engine
oil up to operating temperature faster as the coolant temperature increases faster
than the oil ●

Oil Coolers
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N63
Engine Guide

A look at this twin-turbo V8 powerhouse…

Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Max Earey, Dave Smith

The N63 is a twin-turbo V8
that was introduced in 2008
and replaced the normally
aspirated N62. It was first
seen in the X6 xDrive50i
before appearing in the 750i,
550i and X5. In 2012 the
engine was slightly revised
to give more power and
torque. Alpina employed an
uprated version of the
engine in its B5 and B7
models from 2010. 

History Tech nical
Compared with its predecessor, the all-aluminium
double Vanos-equipped N63 represented a fairly
significant jump in terms of power and a significant
improvement in terms of fuel economy. Capacity was
down from 4.8-litres in the old 50i models to 4.4-litres,
from a bore and stroke of 89mm and 88.3mm
respectively. Twin Garrett MGT2256GS turbos running
at 0.8bar of boost were added in a parallel
configuration, mounted within the banks of the V,
making the engine a compact unit. Twin
chargecoolers were employed, chosen for the
improved response that comes from having them
mounted so close to the turbos, reducing the distance

between the turbos and the intake manifolds. The use
of turbos resulted in a large torque spread, with peak
torque of 442lb ft available between 1750-4000rpm,
while peak power of 407hp was developed between
5500-6400rpm. Mated to an eight-speed automatic
gearbox, in the F10 550i the N63 resulted in a 
0-62mph time of five seconds dead and an impressive
27.2mpg on the combined cycle with 243g/km of CO²,
both improvements over the N62. In 2012, the engine
received a couple of minor revisions, including the
addition of Valvetronic, and power rose to 450hp with
479lb ft of torque, while fuel consumption and
emissions also improved.
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Engine: N63B44

Capacity: 4395cc
Bore: 89mm
Stroke: 88.3mm
Compression ratio: 10.0:1
Max power: 407hp@5500-6400rpm (450hp@5500rpm)
Max power: 442lb ft@1750-4500rpm (479lb ft@2000-4500rpm)

Applications: 

N63B44: 2008– E71 X6 xDrive50i, 2009– F01/F02 750i/750Li, 2010– F07
550i GT, 2011– F10/F11 550i, 2011– E70 X5 xDrive50i, 2012– F12/F13 650i,

2011- F10 Alpina B5, 2010- F01 Alpina B7

Data File

Tuning

When Alpina got hold of the engine for use in its B5 and
B7 models it made a number of changes in order to
generate the necessary levels of performance. The head
and block were more or less the same but Alpina fitted a
set of Mahle pistons produced to the company’s
specifications along with new Honeywell-Garrett turbos
with 44mm vanes and three bespoke Behr intercoolers, one
large volume low temperature air-to-air item and two
smaller chargecoolers. The interior diameter of the hosing
was increased from 12mm to 16mm, giving a 77% increase
in surface area, a 45W pump was fitted and the 1000W
cooling fan from the 760Li was also installed. This resulted
in 507hp at 5500rpm and 516lb ft from 3000-4750rpm. 

Being turbocharged, it doesn’t take much to see some nice
gains from the N63 and there are plenty of options out there
available. BW Chiptune (020 8561 1818) offers remaps for the
N63, which will give you an increase of 40-50hp and 
45-50lb ft for £650-750. The company currently has a tool for
professional tuners to be able to remap these engines and
will be releasing a home version soon, allowing customers to
be able to upload performance maps themselves. There are
off-the-shelf plug and play tuning boxes available as well.
Evolve (www.evolveautomotive.com) sells its Power Module,
which costs £650 and offers and increases of up to 50hp and
74lb ft and there’s also the Burger Tuning JB4
(www.burgertuning.com), which the company says adds
40whp on the earlier N63 and 60whp on the later version, and
is priced at £300 and £400 depending on the engine version ●

Alpina version of the N63 featured numerous upgrades, including new

turbos and intercoolers, to boost power to 507hp with 516lb ft of torque
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Last month we ended on a mini cliffhanger – I’d
left the E39 with Studio Incar for its air-ride install
and, aside from a couple of teaser shots of the
work in progress on the install, that’s all I had…
Well, fast-forward three weeks from that point
and I got the call from Shakey to tell me that the
car was ready for collection. “The boot build is
going to blow your mind,” he told me, pushing my
excitement levels towards fever pitch.

I think I’ve previously mentioned that the E39
is pretty much the most modified car I’ve ever
owned. I’ve modded every car I’ve owned to
some degree but in terms of how much I’ve had
done, the respray, the air-ride, things that I’ve got
waiting that you don’t know about, it is, for me, a
big build and a really big deal. Maybe for some
people they just move from project to project,
pouring money into each car and they take this

sort of thing for granted, but for me this is a huge
thing, especially the air-ride, so travelling down to
Studio Incar to collect the car and see result of
the team’s hard work was insanely exciting.

Shakey suggested I arrive a little earlier to see
the finishing touches being applied and the final
stages of the build coming together. It was great
to see Shakey, Steve and Paul in their element as
they worked on the last stages of the build. Once
everything was in place, it was time for the big
reveal. I’ve never been as excited to peer into a
car’s boot as I was on that day when I stared into
mine, Shakey’s promise of blown mind ringing in
my ears, and I wasn’t disappointed. Studio Incar
had done an incredible job and the build was
absolutely amazing.

Everything from the central section had been
removed, including the spare wheel and all the Air

Lift components had then been built into this
space. The large, twin ally tanks had been
mounted horizontally across the bulkhead and
stacked one on top of the other, attached to a
custom-built cradle, which was itself attached to
a composite sheet that had been cut to sit in the
central boot recess. Hard pipes were shaped to fit
at either end of the tanks and were then fed
down through the base into the space below,
which houses all the pipework that runs to the
bags and compressors. The mounting of these is
arguably the show-stopper of the whole build.
Supports were constructed to fit into the spare
wheel well and form a recessed housing for the
twin compressors, which sit on isolator kits to
reduce noise and vibration, a must-have upgrade
as far as I’m concerned, and hard pipes run
through the recess, connecting up to the
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THANKS & CONTACT
Studio Incar
www.studioincar.com
01489 877987

Air Lift Performance
www.airliftperformance.com

compressor lines beneath another panel that acts
as the new boot floor. All the panels have been
covered in grey vinyl to match the E39’s grey
boot carpet and the recess where the
compressors sit has been finished in black and
grey Alcantara. The finishing touch is the location
of the AutoPilot V2 digital controller. Whenever I’ve
had a look in a car with air, these have almost
always been tucked away somewhere but with
some slack in the cable so that they can be
pulled out when you want to play with the
pressures and then slipped back into a cubby
hole. However, Studio Incar went a couple of
steps better and utilised the little coin tray under
a plastic roller shutter that sits just in front of the
armrest, and which just so happened to be
virtually the perfect size for a V2 controller. A
couple of Alcantara-trimmed sections were added

for a snug fit and in one fell swoop they’d
executed one of the nicest, neatest and smartest
V2 installs I’d ever seen, as well as retaining the
plastic shutter so that I can hide the controller
away when the car is parked up.

That Shakey and the guys envisaged this from
nothing is amazing – I wouldn’t have known
where to even begin with trying to fit all of the Air
Lift gear in the boot and yet here we have an
absolutely astonishing boot build, which tells you
that these guys really know what they are doing.
And beyond the vision and imagination is the
attention to detail and quality of the work, the fit
and finish. Everything has been measured to
perfection and everything fits together with
absolute precision. If it wasn’t so wild a creation,
you might have thought it was a factory install. 
It is perfect in every single way and I can’t really

find the words to describe how amazing a job
Studio Incar has done. If you’re after air-ride or
audio (or a whole bunch of other stuff, check the
company’s website to see just what it can do)
then Studio Incar gets the highest
recommendation I could possibly give and you
will be amazed by the passion and dedication of
the team. I guarantee you will be blown away by
whatever they build for you.

I’ve not actually left myself much space to talk
about what the car is like on air, so I’ll leave that
for next month but, as you can see in the
pictures, the E39 goes silly low when it airs out,
with crazy tuck and a fair bit of camber at the
back. It’s as spectacular as I’d been hoping for
and the drop is even more dramatic as the car
went from massively high stock suspension to
sitting on its belly. In a word: awesome.
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Hello again PBMW readers. I hope you are all
staying out of the cold, miserable weather in the
UK. Unfortunately this month I have not spent
much of it myself in the UK. It’s been really hard
working away in Bahrain and getting a tan so
I’m sorry but I have done very little to the car
this month. 

I have, however, now overcome the biggest
stopping point of the engine fitting in the car. I
have now had the small bar that links the two
steering tiller arms on the car that used to rub on
the bellhousing modified so that it clears. I had
my friendly local engineering company, Ashbrook
Engineering, in Devon, build up a jig to bolt the
link arm in place then cut and shut a new bar
into position. I used a spare link rod that I found
at Fritzs Bits but Ashbrook said that I can keep
the jig that it built so I can modify my own one
should I need a spare.

I have assembled some of fuel system into the
car, which I was doing last month, and fitted the
battery and new heavy duty clamp but most of
my time this month has been spent ordering
parts from my hotel room or waiting for parts
from China to arrive back at home. I have turned
my living room into a storage place for these
parts, which has not made the girlfriend too
happy but I like to make sure all my components
are nice and cosy.

My magnesium three-spoke wheels are at the
powdercoaters but, as you can see from the
pictures, my Minilite split-rims are back from the
blasters. Luckily I managed to split the centres
out so I can do a really nice refurb on them over
the Christmas period. I’m off to Brazil at the end
of this month so more eBay’ing is needed ready
for a nice big push next month as I then won’t be
flying away for at least four months.

>> OUR CARS

>> TOMMI’S 2002 TOURING
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Well I’d just like to say happy New Year everyone!
I hope all you readers had a great Christmas and
are now ready to continue working on your cars.

The weather has not exactly been on my side.
With on and off rain and a lack of shelter,
progress has been slow with the Compact, not
forgetting the slight issue of time. Waking up in
darkness and coming home from work in
darkness means time is limited. Luckily I was due
a load of holiday before the year was up so I’ve
knuckled down and started pulling the rear axle

out. As you may have remembered from my
previous article a few months back, the rear axle
seemed to be sat over to the driver’s side more.
At the time I wasn’t sure if the trailing arms were
bent or if it was just the beam bushes being
knackered causing it to sit lop sided.

Well it turns out, hopefully anyway, that it was
just the rear beam bushes. I’ve measured the
arms in various points from the centre of the diff
and can’t see any differences between each side,
lucky! So with the rear beam stripped down into

individual parts I’ll be replacing all the bushes,
upgrading the rear anti-roll bar as well as
strengthening the trailing arms (even though
they’re not bent yet) and, of course, giving things
a bit of a spruce up whilst they are off. I’ll also be
looking into a lower ratio diff and replacement
shafts to allow me to start pulling higher gears
and running larger wheels.

Now all I’ve got to do is keep on top of the
water getting inside the damn thing, god knows
where from! Until next time.

>>
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Never did I think the day would come that I would
be ordering, let alone running, Nankang tyres on
my M3. But it has happened! Nankang has
always been a supplier of cheap tyres in every
size you could think of, but now it’s brought out
an R compound tyre for track use. I had only
heard good reviews of the NS-2R so when I was
in need of some new rubber I thought I’d give its
semi-slicks a go.

Still the only people I will let fit my tyres is
BlackBoots in Chesham, Buckinghamshire. Their
service is second to none. So on a lunch hour the
M3 was left with the guys there for the tyres to
be fitted. First impressions of the Nankangs were
very good, though time will tell on track but so far
on the road they’ve come up trumps, even though
they’re rated B for wet grip.

Next up is a little carbon fibre styling. I was

hoping the first piece of carbon that graced my
car would be the purposeful WP brake ducts but
they don’t fit under my wheels so I had to settle
for my first piece being a rear CSL-style diffuser
bought from Ben Lander, a fellow Total M cars
forum member. While I was giving the rear end of
the car a new look I took the jigsaw to my
numberplates and lopped a bit off each end. It’s
just a shame someone had drilled the old holes
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SAM’S E46 M3>>
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unnecessarily far apart. The finishing touch was a
genuine M3 boot badge.

Moving onto the front of the car, there were a
few little jobs that I’ve wanted to do for a while.
The most important one was dealing with the front
bumper/engine undertray. As my car is a tad low
and gets driven how it should I’d scraped though
the plastic tray as it pointlessly hangs really low in
the middle. I managed to get my hands on a 3mm

composite and ally sheet so set out to make a
flush tucked-up tray. As the sheet was massive I
decided with the lack of splitter on the front of the
car I would extend the tray out into a Touring Car-
style air dam. Once it was all cut to shape I gave it
a lick of matt black paint then bolted it to the
bumper and it will be bolted back to the sump
guard under the car once it’s refitted.

Another little job I wanted to do on the front

was to add a fabric tow strap; I was only ever
going to run one if I could make a neat job of
installing it and I think I’ve nailed it. I went for a
black strap so it wasn’t too ‘in your face’ and
managed to get it to sit nice and short. Another
great feature about it is I can still tuck it inside
the bumper and run the towing eye cover. Next
month will be some uprated anti-roll bars from
Eibach which I’m very excited about.
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>> OUR CARS

Compared to the frantic summer of working on
the Touring and tracking it, it’s been relatively
quiet of late. Quiet is a word I use carefully
because, in fact, that’s not how things have been
while driving the Touring. 

For some time the rear left corner has had
quite a strange knocking noise coming from it. It
all started after the last track day at Combe. As
it’s the side that takes the most load, I figured it
was probably a bush, and I was right. It was the
lower outer control arm bush. But what is
perhaps more interesting is the fact that there
never should have been a bush there in the first
place. A difference between non-M and M
models, which had previously passed under my
radar, is that M3s had ball joints on both the
upper and lower outer control arm locations
whereas non-Ms had ball joints in the upper and
bushes in the lower. As far as I can tell anyway,
although weirdly a friend’s dealer-maintained M3
Evo has bushes in the lower positions, so I’m a
little unsure on exactly what facts are concrete.

Anyway, upon disassembly it was clear that the
bush was absolutely destroyed. There was a load
of play in it as the rubber inner had completely
come away from the outer sleeve. A couple of
taps with a hammer and the inner completely fell
out, leaving the outer sleeve, which was out a few
minutes later. It was an easy decision when it
came to sourcing a replacement – I got straight

on the phone to Meyle UK and ordered a full set
of four ball joints, the rest of which I will be fitting
when time allows.

The new ball joint went in with no dramas and,
unsurprisingly, the noises were fixed. For at least
a week, anyway, when a rather more worrying
clonk reared its head. I could hear that the noise
was really coming through to the inside of the car
and so suspected that something could have
been wrong in the trailing arm bush area. Again, I
was correct! The bush itself, a Powerflex item,
was absolutely fine, but the bolt running through
it clearly wasn’t. It had worked its way loose and,
much to my dismay, was seized solid.

With the fact that the nut is recessed into the

rear trailing arm bush carrier, I can tell you that
removing it was not easy. Plenty of swearing,
drilling, chiselling and sawing ensued. Eventually
the bolt was removed. Unfortunately I was in
need of having the E36 back in use as soon as
possible, and so raided the stores at work the
next day for an M12 bolt which I shortened, and
then fitted to the Touring with a Nyloc nut and
suitable washers.

As you might expect, the E36 is now feeling an
awful lot better. I’ve subsequently fitted the
relevant OE bolt for peace of mind and will be
refreshing the other side when I get a moment,
too. In the meantime, however, you can tune in
next month to read about my new short shifter.

100 PERFORMANCE BMW

323i SPORT TOURING
BEN K’S E36>>
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0844 448 2002

EXHAUST SYSTEMS   INTERCOOLER KITS   RADIATORS   SUSPENSION   AIR INDUCTION   MANIFOLDS   SILICONE HOSES   STRUT BARS  

SALES@DIRENZA.CO.UK    FACEBOOK.COM/DIRENZASPORTS    TWITTER.COM/DIRENZAUK    INSTAGRAM.COM/DIRENZAPERFORMANCE
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Only the best results
for your BMW...

ECU Remapping/Software tuning

Performance intercoolers, exhausts, suspension, 
brakes, turbos, clutches

Tuning packages available for all models

In house rolling road/dyno

Contact details:
telephone: 01902 324584
email: info@p-torque.co.uk
web: www.p-torque.co.uk

Unit 6B, Heath Mill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, WV58AP

15% OFFALL REMAPSIN JANUARY 15.
PLEASE QUOTE‘PBMW’ WHENYOU CALL
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CAR OF THE MONTH
Our ‘Car of the Month’ wins a $99

prize voucher from the fantastic
range produced by UUC
Motorwerks in Atlanta. From
short-shifters to flywheels to
engine mounts, its range

covers plenty, so you’ll be sure
to find something that takes your

fancy. Get on to
www.uucmotorwerks.com.

102 PERFORMANCE BMW

READERS’ CARS>>

THIERRY HEMMACHE
E36 325i CONVERTIBLE

>>

Hailing from France, this gorgeous E36 Convertible has been treated to some rather tasty mods,
courtesy of owner Thierry. First things first – those wheels. These stunning rims are three-piece
Kerscher 17s made by BBS, measuring 10.5” up front and a massive 11.5” wide at the rear.
They’ve been fully polished to perfection, with some perfect stretch and the drop gives this car a
stance to die for. Thierry has had the car resprayed in a gorgeous shade of Audi blue along with
smoothing the exterior and removing all the BMW badges and fitting some M3 mirrors. Inside,
M3 Vaders in black add the finishing touch. All in all, one knockout E36. 
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Want to show off your project? Email a selection of hi-res
photos and a full spec list to pbmw@unity-media.com>>

BEN OBESE-JECTY E86 Z4
3.0si SPORT

>>
After ten years in an RX-7 Ben claims he needed something “a little more
grown-up”, that still had to be entertaining and preferably RWD. He settled
on the Z4 Coupé and decided it had to be either Imola red or Alpine white,
not realising how rare either colour actually is. But lady luck smiled upon
him and he stumbled across this car back in early 2014, one of just 18
Alpine examples in the UK, and jumped on it. The modifying began
immediately, with Ben throwing on a set of staggered 19” gunmetal VMR
V710s and dropping the car by 35mm via a set of H&R lowering springs.
He also fitted a Citroën stubby aerial, pressed metal plates with M Sport
surrounds and has had the car debadged. The end result is one seriously
sexy Z4. 

A Ford man at heart, Mark recently purchased this Velvet blue Clubsport
and, if his email to us is anything to go by, he’s sold on the BMW
experience. The car’s not had much done to it, but a few subtle touches
have made a big difference. The two-piece Style 71 18s have had the
centres painted in anthracite, which looks fantastic against the paintwork,
and the car’s also been fitted with a pair of matt black grilles. Mark has
also had a remap carried out for a little bit more power and fuel economy,
and he says he loves the looks and the drive. 

DEE BARWICK E46 320i>>
When Dee acquired her E46 two years ago, it wasn’t exactly love at first sight. To
her it just served a purpose. Things changed, though, when she got together
with other half James Barrett, owner of a rather well-known grey E46 M3 in the
UK. He scooped up the E46, turning it into a project and taking over, transforming
it from a stock E46 into something a little more interesting. The humble Saloon
has been treated to an M3 front bumper, giving it a far more interesting face,
along with a set of black grilles and a tasty carbon splitter. The car was then
lowered on a set of Eibach springs over some Dare RSs before the decision was
made to wrap it in a very distinctive, and rather delicious, shade of cream. Thus
transformed, the E46 suddenly seemed rather more appealing, but with the BMW
bug having bitten it’s now up for sale as Dee’s got her eye on a 135i…

MARK WILLIS 
E46 330Ci CLUBSPORT

>>
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ODDBALLS>>

104 PERFORMANCE BMW

>> The spot we hold for something BMW-related but a little different
to the norm… any nominations, email pbmw@unity-media.com
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Wiesmann GT MF4

#021
With sexy retro styling, painstaking attention to detail and a BMW V8
under the bonnet, the Wiesmann GT MF4 was a very special machine.

WIESMANN GT MF4
We’ve had a look at a few Wiesmanns in Oddballs
now and this month we come to one of my
favourites, the GT MF4, and the first Wiesmann I ever
drove. From the moment you set eyes on the GT
MF4, you know it’s special. The first thing that
strikes you is its size – it’s tiny, shorter than a three-
door 1 Series and lower than a Z4 Coupé with vast
wheels that make the body appear smaller still. The
car is dripping with fantastic little design touches –
those unfaired headlights wouldn’t look out of place
on a classic British sportscar but they boast xenon
lighting, with tiny little washer jets incorporated into
the clusters. Then there are the chrome windscreen
washers, made to stand out at a time when so many
manufacturers are hiding them away. The body-
coloured mirrors supported on their slender struts
and those chrome ringed rear lights mate 21st
century LED technology to a classic design. Then
there are those 20-inch alloys, which leave barely a
finger’s width between the top of the tyres and the
arch of the bodywork.

Pop the slender bonnet and you’re greeted by the
unmistakable sight of 4.8-litres of BMW’s finest,
nestling far back in the engine bay, behind the front

axle for perfect weight distribution. It looks like an
engine bay should, allowing you to see the
aluminium sections that brace the chassis and even
the steering shaft is clearly visible. It all serves as a
reminder that beyond the swooping lines of the
exterior, this is a serious sports car.

The first time you open the tiny door, the MF4’s
interior will take your breath away. Every surface is
finished in leather, including the headlining and the
steering column stalks – it takes three cows’ worth
of hide to trim the interior of a GT MF4. The attention
to detail is obscene – the stitching on the very edges
of the dashboard has to be seen to be believed. 

So far, the Wiesmann experience has been pretty
sensational but everything up to this point suddenly
pales into insignificance when you actually drive the
car. The ride is firm, naturally, and you do get
bounced about a bit when traversing pockmarked
Tarmac but it’s comfortable and supple enough to
insulate you from the worst of what the road has to
offer. Given the MF4 rides on 20-inch wheels with
spray-on tyres and appears to have no suspension,
it’s nothing short of astonishing. The auto ’box makes
the GT an ideal companion when easing through

town and once you
get used to its dimensions and that dramatic
view it seems to shrink around you. The engine is
muscular and responds to the slightest throttle inputs
with a slug of torque, shoving the MF4’s svelte
1240kg frame down the road. Nail it and the cabin is
filled with a mighty V8 roar – throaty, angry, a proper
supercar soundtrack with a slightly softer edge. The
soundtrack is accompanied by a serious change in
pace as the MF4 lunges forward; it’s fast, seriously
fast and it feels every bit as quick as the 4.6 second
0-62 time that Wiesmann quotes. The acceleration is
constant, linear, with seemingly no let up as the MF4
punches past the three-figure mark and rapidly goes
beyond, the 180mph top speed suddenly looking
imminently achievable. It’s addictive stuff and what’s
even more impressive is that the 367hp punch is
backed up by 361lb ft of torque, giving the GT some
serious drive out of corners and plenty of mid-range
shove. It’s a brilliant engine and in the MF4 it’s found
its perfect partner. Epic. At ⇔120,000, the GT MF4
wasn’t cheap but it was incredibly special and if my
numbers had come up at the time, I would have had
one in a heartbeat ●

Engine: N62B48 4.8-litre V8
Transmission: Six-speed automatic or SMG
How many: Not many
What is it: Ballistic bespoke German GT
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VALUE FOR MONEY 
CIRCUIT & AIRFIELD  

TRACKDAYS 
Tel 01469 560574 

Visit our website & join our mailing list  
at 

www.javelintrackdays.co.uk 

 
Friendly Paddock Atmosphere 

 
Online or Telephone Booking 

 
Club Events a Speciality  

 
Excellent Safety Record 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Book Early & Save 
prices increase as places sell 

TRACKDAYS from just £69 
  

More dates coming at Goodwood, 
Donington, Cadwell Park, Blyton Park, 

Oulton Park, Anglesey, Croft, Brands Hatch, 
Mallory Park, Snetterton, Castle Combe and 

Woodbridge, Elvington, & Barkston Heath  

15th Jan Snetterton 300 £89 

16th Jan Cadwell Park £89 

17th Jan Bedford GT £109 

24th Jan Elvington £99 

25th Jan Blyton Park £89 

27th Jan Oulton Park £99 

30th Jan Brands Hatch Indy £99 

31st Jan Snetterton 300 £109 

1st Feb Cadwell Park £99 

7th Feb Cadwell Park £99 

8th Feb  Blyton Park £109 

8th Feb Donington Park £179 

14th Feb Oulton Park £139 

15th Feb Anglesey (GP + Coastal) £139 

15th Feb Snetterton 300 £139 

21st Feb Bedford GT £109 

21st Feb Woodbridge £109 

24th Feb Oulton Park £119 

27th Feb Brands Hatch Indy £119 

28th Feb Blyton Park £119 

1st Mar Cadwell Park £129 

6th Mar Anglesey (GP + Coastal) £159 

7th Mar Oulton Park £199 

8th Mar Elvington £119 

13th Mar Donington Park £189 

14th Mar Cadwell Park £129 

15th Mar Blyton Park £129 

17th Mar Spa-Francorchamps £220 

18th Mar Spa-Francorchamps £220 

20th Mar Croft (105dba) £179 

21st Mar Croft (88dba) £159 

BMW Insurance

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Adrian Flux Insurance Services offer tailor-made 
insurance policies based on your own personal 
circumstances and driving history. 

Limited Mileage
Track Day Cover

Free Legal Cover
Policy benefits can include:

Club Discounts 
Modifications & 
Imports covered

0800 081 8989
adrianflux.co.uk

OF EXCELLENCE
YEARS

- All Makes, Models & Modifications Covered

- "Like for Like" Modification Cover

- Windscreen & Legal Expenses Cover Included as standard

- Instalments Available

- Car Club (Forum) Discounts Available

- Agreed Value Policies Available

- Track Day Insurance

03303 331250 (Normal Rate Number)
www.skyinsurance.co.uk
We are Car Enthusiasts, insuring car enthusiasts

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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>> NEXT MONTH

CAtuned’s drop-dead gorgeous Estoril E30

If you can’t always find a copy of this
magazine, help is at hand! Complete this
form, hand it in at your local store, and
they will arrange for a copy of each issue
to be reserved for you. Some stores
may even be able to arrange for it to be
delivered to your home. Just ask!*

Love Performance BMW magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

*Subject to availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of PBMW magazine on a regular basis, starting with issue:

Title       First name
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel

Plus…
• UK E46 triple Touring shoot 

• Big pimpin’ bagged F01 7 Series 
• Tech Guide: Understanding oil

• Engine Guide: The N52 straight-six

(Contents subject to us coping with the winter for a bit longer…)

March issue on sale 
5 February 2015

And…

(Available to download from 2 February)
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